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With Kippy Karnival nearing its' of Mr. and Mrs. James J. Flana-(
30th anniversary at Rockland gan of 41 Willow street and is 17.
COURIER RECEIVES FOUR AWARDS
She is nc*.v in her fourth year as
High School, students o f the
co-captain of the squad.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND STORIES school voted last week for the Her plans for the future are not
senior girls of their choice to be yet decided.
IN NEW ENGLAND COMPETITION
candidates for Kween of Kippy
Miss Hudson, 17. is the daugh- .
The Courier-Gazette received Island ledges in Muscle Ridge Karnival. The ballots were count ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
ed at the school Friday and an- Hudson of Masonic street and a
four awards for news stories and Channel last July.
The
photographs
and
stories
nouncement
de at assemplv college course student.
photography in 1957 at the winter
» the work of City Editor Monday.
She holds membership in the
conference of the New England
Sidney L. Cullen who was re
Announced by Principal Bocth- Thespian Society, the Washington
Weekly Press Association in Bos
ton Friday alnd Saturday. The elected to the board of directors by as the successful candidates Club and the National Honor So-.,
of the Association for the third were: Helen E. Colby of Spruce ciety.
Also, she is a varsity
Courier is the only tri-weekly
Head. Carolyn J. Flanagan, Jo cheerleader and secretary of the
year.
paper in the association.
ann Hudson, both of Rockland. senior class.
Other Maine weeklies receiving
Marie Jackson of South Thomas
Miss Jackson, a South Thomas
awards included the Brunswick Stage Curtains
ton and Alice Walker of Owls ton resident, is 17 and the daugh
Record, Lincoln County News at
Head.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Damariscotta, and Sanford Tribune To Be Repaired
Students will vote again next Jackson. She 19 also a college
A Advocate.
The stage curtains at the Com week, casting their ballots for course student, and sister of last
Awards made to The Couriermunity Building which were dam one of the five pretty girls whom year's kween, Shirley Jackson.
Gazette included “Master Im
they consider the most promising
Her school activities include
poster Uncovered” in the best aged by vandals a week ago. are as Kween of Kippy Karnival.
representing her class on the Stu
news story division. The article to be shipped to a Portland firm
The identity of the winner re dent Council, membership in the
was the story on the discovery of for repairs. The cost is estimated mains secret until the Kippy Kar Radio
and
Future Teachers’
at
$250.
imposter Ferdinand Demara in
nival
Bail
at
the
Community
Clubs.
She
is
president
of the Fu
They are expected to be returned
his role as a language teacher in
Building the evening of Feb. 1.
ture Homemakers’ Club, member
in
time
to
be
used
during
the
next
North Haven High School last
Community Concert on Feb. 27.
I Mlss Colby is 17 and the dau^- of the Washington Club and the
winter under the name of Martin
Hugh Benner, chairman of the ‘Pr of Mr- and Mrs ?a!Pb Colb>' Thespian Society and the basket
Godgait.
ball squad.
,1
curtain committee which raised of Spruce Head.
In the best feature story divi
Miss Walker is the daughter of
$2,500 for purchase of the curtains.
she has bepn a member of the
sion, “Mississippi As Observed Bv
said that changes will be made to Future Teachers of America the Mr. and Mrs. Avard Walker of
A Damyankec” was an award
allow the curtains to be raised out Pa<sI l*'° yeais; is vice president Owls Head and is 17 years of age.
winner. The sttory ran in six
She is president of the Future
of reach of vandals, when they are °f ,f>e senior class and secretary
editions of the paper and carried hung again.
!
^he Thespian Society and had Teachers’ of America, secretary
accounts and pictures of a trip
Police have yet to apprehend the a Part >n tbe senior production, of the Teen Council and treasurer
through Mississippi with a group person, or persons, who ripped "The Robe.’ She is also a mem- of the Thespian Society.
of New England editors in Octo chains, which were sewed into the ber of the Cauldron board and of
A National Honor Society mem
ber of 1956. The trip was at the bottom of the curtains to hold them the Senior Washington Ciub.
ber, she is a college course stu
invitation of the governor of properly, from their position. Not
After commercial college train- dent and is also secretary of the
Mississippi to study segregation only were chains ripped out. but ing. she plans to become a teach- Student Council and member ct
as applied in that state.
the
basketball
and
softball
ragged tears made in the curtains er.
The photo column * Around The \^iere sewing held.
Flanagan is the daughter squads.
County” was extended a specal
award in the competition. The
column features photographs of SUPT. KEITH CROCKETT APPOINTED
(’oasta 1 Area people as they go
PLANT DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
pbout their everyday occupations.
The fourth award was in the
FOR STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
best news photo division and was
Keith Crockett, superintendent, Commissioner of Education Warmade for pictures of the dragger
Schoodie
aground
on
Sheep of schools in the communities of ren G. Hill and approved by’ the
South Thomaston, St. George. State Board of Education.
—

—

NOTICE
The Office of

DR. FREDERICK C DENNISON
OF THOMASTON

Will Bo Closed Oh Jan. 30

For the Month of February
9-12

N»»w

Owls Head. Cushing and Friend
ship, has been appointed school
plant development director for the
State Department of Education.
He will take up his new duties
March 10.
The appointment was made by

4-BEAM

HEADLAMPS

light

Crockett’s resignation from the
post he has held the past five
years is in the hands of the joint
school board of the five communi
ties.
He has gain’ d considerable experience in school const ruct’on

the

way

for

Keith Crockett

Lo-Litos
(outside beams)
give 20 percent
mors visibility!

Hl-Lltss
(•II tour beams)
increase
illumination by
OO percsntl

Reduce glare
tor greater night
driving safety I

since taking up the reins of the
local school union. Under his su
perintendency, the St. George
Central School has been con
structed at Tenants Harbor, the
Consolidated School at Cushing
the Butler School at South Thom
acton and two rooms added to the
Central School at Owls Head.
Prior to heading the five town
school union, he was supervising
principal of the Huse School in
Bath eight years and director of

NOTICE

Taxpayers
Town of Union
TAXIS MUST BI RAID BY

FEBRUARY 1
Evening hoars 6.30 to B.9B
NOW!

FF

A U T H OR I Z F O

THF

FFATURES

OF

THF

FUTURE

OLDSMOBILE

AT

VOUR

Monday through Friday

DORIS M. PAYSON, Tax. CoU.
QUALITY

DFAIFRS

NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL HEAD

POLIO FUND RICHER BY $1,C00

CONSIDERS RESEARCH ANSWER

AS RESULT OF THE SUCCESSFUL

TO AREA'S INDUSTRIAL FUTURE

FINNISH-AMERICAN DANCE

continous program
The New England Council preaiSt arch is vital to the life of every dent predicted that the new inter
business, according to L. Douglas state highway system, when com
Meredith, president of The New pleted, will greatly expedite auto
mobile travel within the economic
England Council.
I
Speaking today at the ninth an state of New England.
“However, our six states are so
nual winter convention of the New
I
closely*
related that it will be
England Weekly* Press Associat’on at Hotel Statler, Meredith virtually impossible to use jet
said that more and more New transport planes strictly within
England manufacturers are dem the area, because there would not
onstrating their convictions that be sufficient time to take off,
research is the lifeblood of firms reach cruising altitude, and land. ’
Meredith commended New Eng
desiring to remain competitive
land's weekly newspaper publishand profitable.
“New England industrial news ’ ers and editors for their invalu
conveys daily a rich diversity to able service over the yearn.
Never have these newspapers
be found in our region’s current
economic life”, said the execu had a greater opportunity to edu
tive vice president and chairman, cate their readers and to formu
committee on finance, of the Na late public opinion than at pre
tional Life Insurance Company of sent. The unique position occu
Montpelier, Vermont.
“It con pied by New England weeklies
tains one common characteristic— enables them to contribute im
one which more and more per measurably to the problems of
vades the New England industrial the area and to the progress
-cene. It involves or is the result which New England will make in
of a high level of scientific re the years ahead.”

Mrs. Gertrude Black, general Lethinen, St. George. Silverware,
chairman of the Finnish-American Glover’s. Donald Calderwood, Rock
Polio Dance at the Community land. Lighter, Gregory’s, Carl
Perry. Warren.
Building Saturday evening, an
Shampoo and set, Broadway
nounces that over $1 000 was earned Beauty Salon, Mrs. Leroy Gardi
by the event.
ner, Thomaston. Canister set, Sea
Finnish coffee and breads and Coast Paint. J. J. Pietroski, Thom
pastries were served those attend aston. Lamp. Senter's, H. M. Sim
ing, all prepared and donated by mons. Camden. Brownie flash out
the Finnish-American people of the fit, Gifford's. Irene Pipicello. Owls
area.
Head. Playing cards, Princes’,
During intermission. Fred Per Camden. Mary Lovejoy, Rockport.
kins, Jr., of Warren. Knox County Ladies handbag, Bell Shop, Janet
Polio Fund chairman, spoke, as did Polky, Thomaston.
Mrs. Dorothy Mills of Belgrade.
Lamp. Woolworth's. Bonnie Radc
chairman of the Women’s Division liffe, Rockland.
Men's secretary
for the state.
wallet, Coffin's. Elmer Starr, West
Many excellent door prizes were Rockport. Dusting powder. Boynawarded during the evening, all of ton-McKay. Camden. Aino Laakka,
which were donated by the mer Warren. Ironing board pad and
chants of the area to assist the cover. United Furniture, George
dance committee in operating the Robishaw. Rockland.
event which has consistently been
Trays, Ingraham's Store. Rock
a major fund raising project of the port. H Melquist, Tenants Harbor.
polio drive for several years.
Lamp. Stonington Furniture. Kay
Merchants donating gifts were: Duncan. Rockland. Billfold. CarHi-Fi. Sears. Mrs. Douglas Ladd. roll Cut Rate, Matti Hill, St.
Rockport.
Mitten and scarf set. George. Perfume. Libby Drug,
Tweed Shop. Camden. Bill Sprowl. Camden. Mrs. Arnold Nelson. Owls
Rockland. Relish dish, Sulka's, Head.
Canister. Gonia's, Claude
Douglas Ladd. Rockport. Starter Beaupre. Thomaston. Shirt. Eco
set, Newberry's, Henry Kontio. nomy's. A. Anderson, Union. Salaid
West Rockport.
set. Village Shop. Camden, Albert
Silent butler, Aston's. Florence Payson. Rockland.
Leo. Rockland. Lamp. Meredith's
Wastebasket and two quarts of
Carolene Stevens, Rockland. Sta paint, Bitler's. Harold Kinney,
tionery, Pine Tree Gift Shop. Cam Spruce Head. Chocolates. Doher
den, V. Kingston, Damariscotta. ty’s. Camden, Donald King, Rock
Lamp. Bitler's. Lempi Freeman, land. Gloves. Savitt’s Mrs. Mary
Rockland.
Foss. Rockland.
Note paper. Camden Drug Store.
Anyone not present to receive
Mr. Watinough. Hope. Pyrex bowls, their gift, md.v contact Mrs. Jose
Crie's. R Hart. Thomaston. Neck phine Sulin. at her home, 40 Cedar
ties, Hodgdon’s, Camden. Hugo Street. Rockiand.

search and engineering ingenuity.
‘’Furthermore, this industrial
news dramatizes a continuing
change of the nature of region’s
manufacturing
activities.
It
points up New England’s need for,
and reliance on, research and de
velopment as a primary weapon
of competition in this highly*
technological age.”
Meredith said that post-Wo’ld
War II industrial trends in New
Fngland have set the stage for
what may logically be expected
for the next few years. Two de
velopments dominate the scene,
he added. First, the demonstrated
adaptability* of the New England
manufacturing economy by* de
veloping new products and new
processes that provide new jobs
■«nd in-come to replace those lost.
Second, the emergence of re
search-based industry as the out
standing growth industry* of thi’
region.

Four Team Little
League Proposed;

Also New Field
The Rockland Little League will
hold an election of officers at 7.30

p. m. Wednesday at the Commun
ity Building, it was announced
Monday afternoon.
At their last meeting. Jan. 15. it

was proposed to reduce the league
to four teams but still have the six
sponsors and to have a farm team
to handle the boys who want to
play baseball, but are not quite
ready for league competition. This
idea, and a proposal to have paid
umpires at each game, is expected
to be voted upon Wednesday night.
Joe Crowley and Dave Hodgkins
were appointed last Wednesday to
locate a new site for Little
League games. The field behind
the North School proved inade |
quate last summer.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen ap
proved a plan to permit the Little
Leaguers to use the playground be
hind the South School this sum
mer. The two man committee will
submit their report to the meeting
Wednesday for formal approval.

the band and orchestra at Morse
High School.
He is a graduate of Rockport
High School in the class of 1930.
He received his bachelor of arts
degree in education from Gorham
State Teachers College in 1941 and
h:s masters degree in education
from the University* of Maine in
1961.
His wife is the former Bernie0
Nutt of West Rockport where the
couple now make their home.
They have three children, Keith,
Jr., 15. Amy* Grace, 12. and John.
6.
The position to which he has
been appointed is concerned with
the construction and remodeling
of schools in the state. Consider
ing the vast school district re
organization program
in
the
offing, made possible by* the
Sinclair Bill, his job will be a
busy* one for several years to
come.

Lunch Money

Stolen From Owls

ren,

Augusta Youths
Charged With
Two Car Thefts
Sergeant Allan Weeks of the
State Police started off his first
day of duty at the Thomaston
Barracks Monday with the appre

hension of two boys from Augus
ta, both of whom are charged
with the theft of two cars Mon
day.
The barracks was alerted Mon
day afternoon to watch for a 1941
black Pontiac sedan stolen in Au
gusta. Later, the th°ft of a 1955
Oldsmobile was 1 e ported from
Damariscotta.
Weeks, starting off from the
barracks on a patrol toward War

spotted the second car at

3.30 as he met it near the South
Warren
bridge..
Turning his
cruiser in the narrow road, he
overhauled the car a quarter mile
from the barracks in Thomaston.
Two boys, occupants of the car,
had fled from it and headed to
ward the woods bordering the
river at that point. The sergeant
and Trooper Carey Thing went
after them and bi ought them to
the barracks for questioning.
(ConUnuea on Page Three)

APPLIANCES
"Our Specialty"

R. F. BLAISDEU A CO.
KOCKPOBT, MAINE

Head School

Several dollars in school lurch
fund money was stolen from the
Owls Central School between the
hours of 4 and 7 p. m Friday,
according to Sheriff P. Willard
Pease.
Entrance was gained to the
school by breaking a window in
the rear of the building. Accord
ing to Principal Reginald Dews,
the school was closed at 4 o'clock
j with the money being left in a
metal box in his office. Upon
RUBIK SURRER
opening the school at 7 o’clock for
ST. BERNARD'S CHURCH HALL a social, he discovered the burg
Sotardov, Jon. IS—5 ta 7 0. m. lary.
HAM. BEANS. SALADS and PIE
Pease has questioned five boya
Beaeftt K. of C. Ennlpmeat
about tbe break, but has made
Fund For New Kltebea
0-11 no arreMu.

I

CARD OF THANKS
The committer on the Finni.h-Amerleaa Polio Dance wish
tn rxpre.. their sincere gratitude to tbe citizen. of Knox
(ounty whose generous support made their dance once again
a »acce...
Special thank, to Was Sadie Mares* for tbe aae of lba
piano; to tbe Rorklarl tiremen and policemen lor their dnaa
tion; tn the merchant, in the eoaaty wbo m geaerasnly pro
vided prize.; tn all ot the organization, who provided refresh
ment.; and to tbe Finnish women for their coffee breads.
One and all we thank yoa. See yoa next year.

POLIO DANCE COMMITTEE,

hoi Two
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CAMDEN MUSTANGS DUMP

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WSCASSET INTO THIRD PLACE IN THE
K-L CIRCUIT WITH FRIDAY VCTORY
At Warren, the second string
The victorious Camden Mustangs
continued on their winning spree team of the Rockport Beavers
steami oiled over the Warren team
Friday night when they downed the
84 to 15.
Wiscasset Redskins at Camden 79
The score was not even close as
to 57. The loss dumped the Wiscas
the Beavers tallied for 26 points in
set five from first to thiid place.
the first period and 24 the next.
Boothbay Region's win over Lin
The biggest Warren effort came in
coln Academy Friday night threw
the final period with a five point
the standings into a two way tie rally.
for the top slot
Keith Crockett and Steve Fisher
The Mustangs were leading by
led the Beavers with six hoops and
only a point at the half time 38 to
one foul shot apiece.
37. but the visiting five just could
In the girls game, the Rockport
n’t keep pace with the hard hitting
lassies downed the winless Warren
Mustangs in the third period who
girls 58 to 23.
staged an 18 point rally
The Union Eagles continued their
The Redskin attack fizzed out
win record Friday night with a
with only 10 points in each of the
victory over fourth place Appleton.
last periods while the Camden five
Eagle Truman Hilt paced the
continued to pour it on. Camden
winners with five baskets and two
totaled 23 points in the final period
foul shots for 12 points. For Applebefore the game ended.
ton. Don Demmons had four bas
The Camden quintette were led
kets and one foul shot for nine
by Captain Roy Bennett with eight
points.
hoops and eight free throws for 24
In the preliminary tilt, the Union
points
lassies squeezed by the Appleton
Followed close behind were Walt
sextette 22 to 20
Drinkwater with three baskets and
Fifth place Waldoboro jumped to
nine foul shots for 15 points: Herb
a 15 to 3 lead in the first period
Litchfield, who sunk seven baskets
against Thomaston Friday night
and one free throw for 15 points
to easily hand the Clippers their
and Dick Mitchell with six baskets
seventh league loss.
and one foul shot for 13 points.
The Clippers, who have improved
The win which was Camden's
since the opening game this season
11th straight triumph for the sea
had a slow start in the first half
son. upped its overall record to 13
with only 10 points as compared
and 2.
with 15 tallies in the second half.
The Camden lassies held on to
The Bluejays slowed their attack
second place in the girls division
in the second half to just 10 points
with a 43 to 34 win over Wiscasset.
in the third and seven in the final
They closely trail the Boothbay
period but were never in trouble
girls who have a perfect tally of
thanks to their big first period rally.
seven wins.
Dana Verge sparked the BlueAt the Community Building Fri
jays with six baskets and five foul
day night, the Winslow Black Raid
shots for 17 points. He was closely
ers handed the Rockland Tigers
followed by teammate Dick Laine
their 10th straight loss. 58 to 48.
.
with four hoops and three free
Top scorers for Rockland were
throws for 11 points.
Bill Montgomery with five baskets
Bill DeWolfe topped the Thomas
and three free throws for 13 points
ton effort with six hoops and one
and Ronald Keizer with five hoops
free throw for 13 points.
and one free throw for 11 points.
In the opening contest. Waldoboro
The Tiger Jayvees chalked up
girls
made it a clean sweep over
their second win of the season with
Thomaston with a 37 to 24 win over
a 56 to 50 victory over the Winslow
the Thomaston lassies.
five.
The Vinalhaven Wildcats went
down under a last minute Bristol
High barrage in the last period Fri
day night at Vinalhaven to drop the
tilt 45 to 37.
The Wildcats held the lead in the
kaeplex
first period 14 to 9 and in the next
quarter 18 to 17. The Bristol at
tack started in the third period and
climaxed with a 15 point surge in
the final period
Wally White paced the Wildcats
with eight baskets and two free
throws for 18 points.

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish

• ODORLESS • DRIES FAST
| • EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER j
• LOVELY COLORS ,

Several Brooks
In County Stocked

By Fish And Game

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE ON
PAINT AND WALLPAPER
10% and 15% OFF Reg. Price
On Dutch Boy Odorless Paint
SAVINGS OF ABOUT SI .00 PER
GALLON IN C ASE LOTS
Above Discount will not last long
as National Lead, manufacturers
of Dutch Box Paint, don’t want us
to cut prices. They may stop us
any day. Get it now—If not ready
for painting now. with a dollar per
Gal. deposit we’ll set it aside until
spring when you’re ready to paint.
EAGLO ODORLESS PAINT
AND VALSPAR

1 Gal. FREE with 5 Gals,
and 1 Qt. FREE with 5 Qts.
Above can be assorted colors.
SUPER KEM-TONE
Full Lin» — All < dm
SPECIAL PRICES
<•»!

$4.79 -

$1.39

ALSO DECORATORS LATEX
<i»«

$3.79 - Q»-

$1.29

Why Fay More Elwwlieri’
For th,- Same MerrhandiM-?
WALLPAPERS GREATLY
REDUCED IN PRICES
New Plastic Coated Wallpapers
(Se nibbable)

Members of the Knox Coun*y
Fish and Game Association voted
Thursday night at Owls Head to
have a booth at the Better Homes
Show at the Community Building
March 24 and 25.
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton of Rock
land was appointed to head a
work party to clear the dead and
fallen trees behind the beach
house at Beaver Lodge the nex*
suitable Sunday.
Israel Snow of Rockland 'P'Possw-cll Eaton of Glen Cov di
played one of the 14 crate.” at th
meeting that ♦hey recently cor
structed to house pheasants. Th
gToup requested that ~ x mo:' r
the crates, which measure sr
feet in length and have two con
partments with sliding gates, b
built.
The chairman of the stockir
committee Fred Black of Rock
land.
remarked
that
severs
brooks in Knox Count- have bee
stocked with spring brook trou
They’’ are: Maple Juice B’-oo’
Cushing: Allen Brook Appletor
Oyster River Fuller Brock Wa
rrn; Little Medomak. Burke*4
vi’le; Quiggle Brook. Hope: an<
Meadow’ Brook. Rockland
Charles Kigei of Warren show '
colored movies of his trip tf
Alaska ia.st summer.

A chicken pie supper preceded
♦he buain# - - meeting.

Soap and Mater Washable

89c

Single Roll

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 181»
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

EDITORIAL

MY FAVORITE PRAYER
Our Father, who art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy Name;
Thy kingdom come: Thy will be done on earth as it is in
Heaven. Give us this day our daily bread: and forgive us
our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against
us: and lead us not into temptation: but deliver us from
evil.—Amen.

FINNISH-AMERICAN DANCE SCORES AGAIN
Saturday night the Finnish-American group of this
county, which has done such a magnificent job in support
of the polio campaigns over the years scored another tre
mendous hit for that popular project.
As always, with such a worthy effort untold hours of
preparation were given to the big affair over the weeks
preceding the event and as is always the case in this com
munity, help and talent was volunteered.

We think back to our principalship day- of Rockport
High School many years ago and the unswerving loyalty and
support given us by the Finnish-American residents of West
Rockport, a friendship which in the majority of the cases
has been kept green over thirty years. The members of
this splendid unselfish Finnish-American group of today are
the same high type of people and we are frankly proud
of our Finnish-American citizens for they are a credit to
the community today as they were back in the 1920’s.

THE ALL GIRL BAND
While we cannot be termed an expert on music by any
stretch of the imagination nevertheless we enjoy music and
await the appearance of instructor Vere Crockett’s 40 piece
all-girl band with keen interest. Crockett is a real musi
cian and has been extremely successful in the past with his
school bands. He finds musical interest in the school at a
rather low ebb and is delighted with the enthusiasm of these
forty girls who are most anxious to get their band on a
high plane.

They will play good music, not the type so good it is
over everybody's head except the experts, yet not the slam
bang unison type. We know Crockett well and know what
prime results may be expected
Consequently we are anxious to hear this group perform
in their projected concert in March and we know from long
experience that the concert will be well worthwhile.
We are pleased to see Mi. Crockett building music
lovers in Rockland schools and we consider music a highly
important part of the education of our boys and girls

WE NEED BREATHING SPACE
We are frankly disturbed by the thought of the Knox
Hospital authorities to take the west lawn of the Public
Library and transform it into a parking area

The Public Library is probably one of the most at
tractive buildings in the city and it would seem a shame
to take down the beautiful elms and transform its western
face into a parking area, besides disturbing the quiet so
essential to such an institution.
A city needs some breathing space and some beauty
spots, such as the lawns surrounding the Public Library.
W’e can understand that the hospital directors are so
intensely interested in their project that it looms all-important in their minds, and a great job they are doing, but
we still feel the taking of the Library west lawn foi- parking
purposes would not be in the public interest.
There remains many sources from which to obtain
parking space rather than to take this particular step.
The beauty of the Public Library should not be sacri
ficed though we are a staunch supporter of Knox Hospital
and have been over the years.

FREIGHT PROFIT VS PASSENGER LOSS
For perhaps a century the nation's railroads enjoyed a
preferred position as a public utility Then for half a cen
tury or more they have operated as a “regulated mono
poly”. In these years they have built up what now amounts
to a $27,000,000,000 net investment—in land trackage, build
ings. and rolling stock
It seems logical, therefor* for the Supreme Court to
lay down the general rule, as it has in the “Milwaukee
Road” case, that the rails may not claim that every opera
tion. to continue, must pay its own way. Profitable freight
the court says in effect, can be expected to offset some
losses in unprofitable passenger traffic. Over-all revenue
must be considered.
But what if losses in passenger operations are such as
to endanger the solvency of the entire railroad’’ What if
freight revenue, too. is declining, so there an no profits
to set off against passenger deficits?
This is what railroad executives aie asking Congress
this week as the hearings of a subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce get under
way.
Taxat’on will loom large
And the senators will be
asked, no doubt, whether it is fair for the rails to pay
11 per cent of their operating revenues in taxes, the truck
lines only 6.5 per cent, and the barge lines but 4 5 • They
will be asked to consider that in the face of declining busi
ness truckers can garage their trucks and let the states
keep up the highways, whereas a railroad must maintain
and pay taxes on its right of way whether 100 tiains roll
over it in a day or only 20
Unhappily, what is at stake here is not just another
kind of soap, another style in hats, or another brand of
paint. It is an essential public carrier which the nation
falls back on if the weather is too bad or the load is too
great for the others—something to be considered in event
of w’ar.
»

Room Lots. 2nd Room. Same
Nrnnber Roll*, for HALF PRICE.

59c

Single Roll and up

IN QUALITY
PINPORMANCI

Bay Same Number Roll* for the
2nd Room at HALF PRICE.

Other Papers As Lew As

UwMf

M

m fcr • M-Siaad Wagon
SCOTSMAN StatlM
b m

19c Single Roll
Oete-Ovts, 10c Single Roll

• Higher miletff Off npilif
• 93 cubic feel ol cargo space

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

IS REDUCED
FAINT BRESHES

W «

• Exclusive Twin Trietion ivulable
• Room lor eight with optional
kHideaway seat'
Guest test this
station wagon today

15 Each and Cp
BRl’SHFS—Over Sl.Ct Each.
DISJOINT of JO';

Trade At Carr's
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string in his first effort and get
ting a total of 266. and he says
from now on he will have nothing
below that. Capt. Ken Hildings
led his team and the field with
a 276.

BASKETBALL GAMES THIS WEEK

III

Also Other Wallpapers

TvMday-Thureday-Saturday

S.F.O.A.A.

Studebaker'Fackaid

INCLUDE SHOWDOWN CLASH AT
CAMDEN WITH BOOTHBAY SQUAD
Appleton travels to Bristol Fr5The big game of the week Will
be when the Boothbay boys amd I day where the third place slots in
the boys division of the circuit
girls invade Camden Friday night
will probably be decided.
to break the deadlock for the top
In the girls’ division. Appleton
slot in the Knox-Lincoln Class M girls will have little trouble in
circuit.
cementing down third place, hav
Getting off to a slow start, the ing a .500 record already with
Camden Mustangs have won thur three wins and three setbacks
last 11 games, having an overall while the Bristol girls have four
season record of 13 wins and t"’o <1 efeats with a lone win.

■

Score
hawks :

Blackfaces

vs.

Fish

Blackfacvs: H. Chilles 260. H.
Conway for Winslow 275, E. Con
way 266. J. Chilles 250. Rosen
!
242. totals 1293.
Fishhawks: Norton 256. Hild
ings 276. F. Philbrook for Bick
ford 226. Philip 262. White 239.
totals 1259.
The Palefaces got back into
their stride Thursday night ss
ford for Drew- 248. Sutliff 262.
1349 to 1284 taking four of the
five points, the Dogtowners man
aging to cap the last string bythree pins. The Palefaces got the
jump on the Doggie Boys when
they rolled a strong 474 the first
string getting a lead of 49 pins
right there which allowed them
to coast along for the balance oi
the evening.
H. Conway's 109 for single and
?93 for total topped all efforts for
the evening. “Barber’’ Winslow
bowling as a sub for the Dogtown
ers was a tower of strength for
them and his 277 led the team,
and gave a big lift to the Barber’s
morale.
Incidentally.
Frankie
Thompson’s 323 had just the oppo
site effect.
Score Palefaces vs. Dogtown
ers:
Palefaces: S. Davis 241. Little
field 269. H. Conway 293. MiUs
261. D. Oakes 285. totals 1349.
Dowtowners: Ames 261 Wins
low for Walker 277, Thompson
223. F. Philip 259. Young 264, to
tals 1284.

setbacks, the defeats coming in
The boys' circuit is much closer
very close contests.
with Bristol having the edge of
The Camden girls are one do"~n two wins and three setbacks over
on the Boothbay sextette having the Appleton tally of two wins and
a six win and one loss record four setbacks.
while the Boothbay girls have a
Games tonight call for the Lin[ coin Academy five to invade Rock
pertect tally of seven wins.
A Camden win Friday co*-i d port in an effort to defeat 4he
throw the girls division into a
Reavers again this year. The
way tie. giving the Camden 12?* Rockport team has yet to take a
sies a chance to take the champ game from a Knox-Lincoln squad
this year, with the exception cf
ionship.
In other Knox-Lincoln tilts Fri Thomaston, who are currently in
day. the third place Wiscasset the league cellar.
The Camden Mustangs win be
Redskins take on the Clippers at
Thomaston and the Waldoboro looking for their 12th straight win
Bluejays travel to Lincoln Acad tonight when the Stevens Academy
emy where the W’aldoboro hova quintette meets them. Camden
have a chance to cement th^ir defeated the Stevens team earlier
hold on fourth place with a win this year at Stevens Academy.
While the Rockland lassies take
over the home squad.
Action in the Medomak Valley on the Camden girls this after
League Friday calls for the ail noon. the Tigers play host to
important Eagles-Beaver tilt at Cony High School of Augusta Fri
Rockport. So far this season. day night at the Community Build
Rockport has been able to defeat ing.
The Rockland five, who 'ost
every team in the circuit except
their last few games by silm
the Eagles.
The Union teams, who sound' margins. are hoping their ace
defeated the Rockport squads at shooting stars. Sam Glover. Ron
Union some weeks ago. will be , ald Keizer and Bill Montgomery,
looking to wrap up the league | will find their marks and give
Columnist
Robert S.
Allen
championships with a double win , Rockland their first win of the
writes that an attempt will be
season.
Friday.
made to prune $1,813,000,000 from
the budgets of certain govern
COLD WEATHER AND HOT BOWLING ment activities in order to make
for increased military spend
WINTER FEATURES ON VINALHAVEN up
ing. Heavietst cuts, he continues,
The Worms inched within one league had been invited, they will be in agriculture, veterans’
point of the fast fading Pirat's tried desperately to make, a trade administration and defense stock
that would bolster their strength, piling. in that order.
when they took a four point
but the other teams seemed to
match from them at the weeRly think it all right for them to stay
Slow Down And Live!
Wangle at the Cascade Alleys, and in the cellar a while longer and
there are some who pick them would not make a deal. The
LE(.AI. NOTH E
to win the pennant by taking the figures showed the Pirates and
lead in the near future. If. (and the Worms with per string aver OKOIXA.M E NOTICE
The following oidinance had final
as usual it’s a big if) Capt. ages of 433 each, the Ducks with
passage at a meeting of the City
Grimes can do as well as he has 431 and the Ganders with 420. so Council held Januaiy 13. 1958. and
of late, the Warms, with the bowl with the Ganders losing each will become effective twenty days
ing strength they have on the string on an average by from 11 after date of final passage unless
ether four members of the team, to 13 pins, they do not look much suspended from going into opera
tion by valid referendum thereof
could easily fulfill this prediction. like pennant contenders with
Chapter 28. Zoning, Section 201.
In this particular match, Capt. their present line up.
defining zone divisions, is herebyShields was out with a lame D’g
amended by adding thereto to the
Score Ducks vs Ganders
classes of zones. “6 Industrial
and the Goose substituted for
Ducks: Macbonald 252. Oakes Park F Zone.”
him. but the result would prob
272. Nelson 279. Smith 271 Poole
Article 7 is hereby amended by
ably have been the same even
adding thereto the following sec
296 totals 1370.
tions to be known as “Article 7a.
with Shields in the lineup as he
(Ganders: Pendleton 263 Bick- Industrial Park Zone F Regula
would have had to bowl over 3°0
ford for Drew 248 Sutcliff 292. tions.’’
to have brought his team even
Section 706 Cm* Regulation*.
Peacock 269. Arey (The Goose)
with the Worms, and this Capt.
Performance standards are set to
2557, totals 1299.
establish minimum requirements
Vic has not done very often th’s
In the Saltwater League, the pertaining to
year.
Capt. Wymie’s 282 was
Blackfaces continued their win
1. Noise
best total while he tied w-ith O’d
2. Smoke
ning streak by topping the FishTimer Sanborn with 102 for high
3 I Hist or Dirt
bawks by 34 pins, a margin ac
4. Odor
single.
counted partly for because the
5. Noxious Gases
Score Pirates vs. Worms:
6. Fire Hazards
the sub for the Fishhawks was
Pirates
Mitchell. 224. Olson
7. Industrial Waste
low man on his. Ernie Conway
271. Johnson 247. Sanborn 264
8. Transportation and Traffic
I showed he has finally rounded
9. Aesthetics
Goose for Shields 264. totals 1270.
This district is to permit the
Worms: Grimes 229. Bickford into form by smacking out a 100
compounding.
assembling,
oj
256 Peterson 259. Haskell 281. LEGAL NOTRE
treatment of articles or metals
Wymie 2X2. totals 1307.
which are in conformity with the
ORDINANCE NOTICK
The poor downtrodden Ganders
The following ordinance had final following standards and uses:
took another shellacking from the passage at a meeting of the City
1.1 Any
manufacture,
com
processing.
packing,
Ducks on Wednesday evening as Council held January 13. 1958 and pounding.
treatment or warehousing of goods
the Ducks came out of their will become effective twenty days and products provided such manu
after date of final passage unless
slumber to bowl a fine 1370. suspended from going into opera facture. compounding, processing,
packing, treatment or warehous
againjrt which the Ganders cou’d tion by valid referendum thereof:
Chapter 28 of the Revised Ordi ing of good* and products meeting
only stack a 1299. There was one
nances of the City of Rockland is the standards of performance
exceedingly bright spot in the
hereby amended by repealing the hereinafter stated shall be per
Gander score, however as Con
description of Commercial Zone C mitted.
stable Pendlrton got his sights on
as described in Section 203.39 and
1.2 Only the following specific
inserting in place thereof the fol non-manufacturing businesses and
the target and in his last string
lowing:
services
shall
be
permitted:
. marked out a nice 110. to make
Beginning 246.75 feet southerly branch banks, restaurants direct
his total 263. his best for the year
of the intersection of Pleasant ly connected with an industry;
Stieet and Broadway, which is offices directly- or indirectly con
and to land second place on hi*
also 50 feet southerly of the nected w-ith the manufacture or
team. If this keeps up the Con
south line of Lufkin and north marketing of products which are
stable may soon be able to wave
line of John G. Morse; thence traded in the district and facili
bis billy at some of his teamsoutherly by the westerly line ties for the servicing of automo
of Broadway 200 feet; thence biles and trucks specifically re
mates and say “Do as I do or
westerly at right angle 200 feet; quired of the manufacturer within
else—
thence northerly at right angle the industrial park shall be per
The Ganders have won only
200 feet; thence easterly at mitted.
two of their 12 matches so far.
right angle 200 feet to point of
1.3 Specifically excluded
are
beginning.
residences except for living quar
ard at the joint supper with the
GERALD
U.
MARGESON
ters used by- w-atchmen or cus
I Jons Club, held Thursday night
City Clerk. todians for protection within the
and to which the four clubs of the
9-lt industrial park district.
1.4 Non - manufacturing enter
prises as permitted in sub-section
1.1 shall conform to the minimum
standards of floor area ration,
parking requirements, loading re
quirements. and requirements as
to noise odor, smoke, aesthetics,
SHOP NOW FOR NEXT FALL. PRICES
and dis?<harge of waste as apipiied
GREATLY reditkd ON MOST OF
in manuafacturing enterprises.
OCR B'lXTER MERCHANDISE.
Sec. 706.2. Lot Coverage. Any
plant, warehouse, or industry’ shall
• BOYS' OUTOCOATS
provide for each one square foot
(Parkas. To(«lr» and Ssrroats)
of floor area 3 square feet of open
spa^e.
Open space shall include
/j
• BOYS' PARTS
parking and private roadways on
(R«l/Blk. Brerrtir. and Wool
the premises and areas reserved
Mr(tons I
foi landscaping.
Section
706 3. Parking
Area.
• STOAT SHMTS
The parking space reserved shall
(Many Flannelx to Choo*,- From)
be at a ratio of not less than one
car space for each two employees.
• SWEATERS
Number of employees is the num
ber anticipated in the largest
(Mouton Ear Tabs)
single shift. Parking areas shall
be maintained in good condition.
SPEC IAL LOT
Sec. 706 4 Front Yard Dept*.
The
set backs from the nearest
SLACKS AND SHOES
right-of-way on the front of any
(Odd Lot*)
structure shall not be less than
ma
twenty (20) feet. This space is to
allow- sufflcent area for attractive

Boy’s January CbiiiiKg Clearance

• UM

MANY OTHER ITBHS

landscaping.
Sec
706 5. Side Yard Width.
The aide yard width requirements

I LEGAL NOTH E
NOTICE OF A FOREC LOSURE

WHEREAS Francis S. Alden and
Arlene E. Alden, both of Rockland.
County of Knox and State of Maine,
by their mortgage deed dated Octo
ber 26. 1956. and recorded in Knox
County Registry- of Deeds in Book
351. Page 527. conveyed to Boston
Mutual Life Insurance Company, a
corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the Common
wealth of Massachusetts, and hav
ing its principal office at 156 Stuart
Street. Boston, in the County of
Suffolk and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the following de
scribed real estate situated in Rock
land County of Knox and State of
Maine, bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at a fence post on the
southerly side of said Cottage
Street; thence running in a gen
eral southerly direction along
land of Grace D. Blake and by a
wooden fence one hundred feet
to a stake; thence running in a
general westerly direction along
land now or formerly of Phil
brook and along said fence
thirty-five feet; thence running
in a general northwesterly direc
tion along land now or formerly
of Wheeler and along a fence
forty-three feet to a corner in a
fence: thcr.ce running in a gen
eral northerly direction a.jng
land now or formerly of Collins
and by a wooden fence fifty-foui
feet to the southerly side of Cot
tage Street: thence along south
erly side of Cottage Street fiftyfour feet to the place of begin
ning. and all the estate, title and
interest of the said Grantor
either in law or in equity, of. in
and to the said premises, with
all the privileges and appurt
enances thereto belonging, in
cluding all heating, plumbing,
and lighting fixtures and equip
ment now- or hereafter attached
to or used in connection with the
said premises.
And. WHEREAS, the condition of
'aid mortgage has been broken;
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof
said Boston Mutual Life Insurance
Company claims foreclosure of said
mortgage.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
Boston Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany has caused this instrument to
be sealed with its corporate seal
and signed in its corporate name
by Everett H Lane, its president,
thereunto duly authorized this 13th
day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred
fifty-eight
BOSTON MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
(Corporate Seal)
By /s/ Everett H Lane.
President.
9-T-15

the lot on which the building is lo
cated except that no building shall
be permitted nearer than 100 feet
of an abutting residential zone.
This space is to allow sufficent
area for attractive landscaping.
Sec. 706 6. Back
ard Depth.
The back yard depth requirement
shall not be less than twenty (20)
feet except that no building shall
be permitted nearer than 50 feet
of an abutting residential zone.
Sec. 706 7. Landscaping.
Said
front yard and side yard and an>
other areas to be landscaped shall
be done attractively with lawns
trees, shrubs, etc Any landscajped
areas shall be properly maintained
thereafter in a sightly and well kept
condition.
Sec. 706 8. Off-Street Facilitfe*.
Plants located within an industrial
park district shall provide sufficient
parking and maneuvering facilities
for company owned vehicles as well
as freight and delivery trucks wait
ing to use loading platforms. These
facilities for parking and load 'ng
shall be on the property of the in
dustry or plant concerned. No
parking, storage, loading area or
accessory building shall be per
mitted nearer than 40 feet of an
abutting residential zon* .
Sec. 706.9 Industrial Waste**. In
dustrial and sanitary wastes shall
be discharged into private sewer
age disposal and public municipal
sewer systems as permitted by
State Statutes and Municipal Ordi
nances.

Sec 706.10. l4in<l I’m* Control.
10.1 Dust Dirt, and Fly Ash:
Shall not exceed 0 2 grains pei
cubic foot of flue gas at stack
temperature of 500 degrees
Fahrenheit and not to exceed
fifty (50» per cent excess air
and shall in no manner be un
clean. d- struct!ve. unheakh*ul.
hazardous nor shall visibility
be impaired by the emission of
a haze which unduly impedes
vision within apparent opaque
ness equivalent to No. 1 of the
Ringlemann Chart.
10.2 Odor. Tarneries. stock
yards. glue
factories. all
refineries, soap factories, arti
ficial gas manufacture, rubber
manufacture, fertilizer manu
facture. and similar industries
must pcesent detailed plans to
the local planning board for
elimination oif obnoxious odors
before a permit is granted.
10.3 Noxious
Gases:
Any
process likely to emit noxious
gases must present detailed
plans to the local planning
board foi elimination of such
gaz» s oi fumea before permit is
granted
10.4 Fire and Safety Hazards:
Only buildings which are in
conformity with the Building
Code are permitted in and
around which reasonable pre
cautions are taken against fire
and explosion hazard* to ad
jacent property.
Within this
zone, no buildings or structures
of wood frame construction
shall be erected. All exterior
walls shall be of fire rating ma
terial.
10.5 Noise
Noise is required
to be muffled .*o as not to be
objectionable due to the intermittance. beat frequency, or
shrillness.
10.6 No bilLboards for adver
tising sign.- other than those
identifying the name business
and products of the personal
him occupying the premise*,
except that a sign not to exceed
ten (10> feet by twenty (20) feet
in aizo offering the premise?,
for sale or lea^c may be per
mitted. •
GERALD
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 21, 1958
Knox Hospital officials report
that Edward Newhall, 25, of Owls
Head, was treated for a lacerated
scalp at the hospital Saturday.
Newhall received his injury when
a five pound can of pipe joint ce
ment fell off the shelf and struck
him* Newhall is employed by
the H. H. Crie Company in Rock
Ricky Dostie celebrated his
land. He was later released.
sixth birthday on Jan. 18. with
several of his little friends in the
Game Warden Winfield Gordon of
Spruce street area at his home
Warren has warned all dog owners
on Spruce street. Attending the
that their animals will be shot if
party were Richard Jackson,
they are caught chasing deer
Chipper Philbrook. Philip Ed
through the woods. Many times the
wards, Jay Madore, Gary Lewis,
deer are caught on the icy surface
Susan Lagassey, Geep LeGassey,
of ponds where they cannot get
Richard Labbe, and Linda and
their feet under them again after
F'aine Dostie Games were won they slip, making them easy prey
by Philip Edwards, Jay Madore, for the dogs.
Ricky Dostei and Chipper Phil
brook.
Assisting in the party
were Mrs. Joan Dostie and Mr3. Municipal Court
Loretta Labbe.
Trooper Oliver Dore brought two
Icy road conditions in Rockland people into Municipal Court Mon
caused about $500 in damages Sun day morning on charges of failing
day night when a 1947 Chevrolet to report an accident.
Franklin R. Fiske, 32. of Provi
convertible, driven by Mary Jean
Rowling. 16. of 333 Pleasant street, dence, R. I., pleaded guilty to the
Rockland, skidded and collided with complaint of failing to report an
a parked car on Broadway. An oc accident to proper authorities, and
cupant of the parked vehicle, Kath was fined $25
Dore remarked that the re
erine O. Akers of 138 Limerock
street, Rockland, escaped injuries. spondent was involved in an acci
Damage to the Chevrolet was es dent January 10 in Warren, caus
timated at about $300 and about $200 ing about $100 damage to the prop
to the Akers car. Two passengers erty of Bob Free of Camden.
A resident of Friendship, Kenneth
in the Rowling car. Frederick Mon
Thompson, 21. also pleaded guilty
roe. 15. of Thomaston, and Gail
Rowling, 13, of Rockland, and the to failing to report an accident and
was fined $25.
driver escaped injuries.
The trooper reports that Thomp
son caused about $100 damage to
BORN
Watts—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 19. a vehicle, owned by Arthur Thomp
to Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Watts ot son. near his home January 15
Tenants Harbor, a son.
when the car went out of control
niiight—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
19, to Mr. ar.d Mrs. Arno Knight of and backed into a tree.
• • •
Rockland, a son.
( reamer—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
Austin J. Richardson, 27. of Cam
17. to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Cream den. was fined $15 after he pleaded
er of Thomaston, a son.
Eseorsio—At Knox Hospital, Jan. guilty to permitting an overloaded
18 to Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Eseorsio truck on the highway. State Police,
of Tenants Harbor, a daughter.
who stopped him January 10 on
Smalley—At Maine Medical Cen Route 1 in Thomaston, declared
ter, Portland. Jan. 17, to Mr. and
M s. Dcnald Smalley, formerly of that the truck carried an excess
weight of 9.900 pounds.
Rockland, a son—Stephen Trent.
• • •
MARRIED
Judge Alfred M. Strout continued
Hunsberger-Eoster — At Buffalo,!
N if Dec. 21. 1957. Frederick J. a charge of operating a vehicle
Hunsburger of Buffalo, N. Y.. and after his driver’s license was sus
Miss Beverly F. Foster of Wood pended against Douglas W. Makie,
mont. Conn., and formerly of Rock 20. of Thomaston.
land. by Rev. John Hogan.
Rockland Police stopped Decem
Jameson-Neal — At Waldoboro.
Jan. 15 Foster D. Jameson of Wal ber 27 on Route 17 in Rockland.
doboro ar.d Mrs. Florence C. Neal
The Secretary ot State suspended
of Friendship, by Rev. David W. Makie's driver's license when he
Bell.
tieynnlds-lnnis—At Camden. Jan failed to comply with the financial
18, Kenneth Reynolds and Jessie responsibility law.
Innls. both of Camden, by Charles
The charge was continued since
Dwinal. Justice of the Peace.
the respondent is presently on a
fishing vessel.
DIED
Morey—At Rockland, Jan. 20.
Mis. Abbie W. Morey, widow of
Sound judgment can be given
Edward J. Morey, age 86 years. credit for a lot of silence.
Funeral services Wednesday at 2
p. m. from the First Baptist
4 ARD OF THANKS
Church with Rev. Roy I- Bohanan
The family of the late Willard O.
officiating.
Interment in Achorn
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Boggs express their thanks to the
Burpee Funeral Home until Wcd- relatives, friends and neighbors for
their thoughtfulness, acts of kind
nesuay morning.
Dunn—At Rockland. Jan. 19. Ed ness and flowers for the service.
The Family.
ward Dunn of 15 Berkeley Street.
9-lt
Rockland, age 59 years. Funeral Warren.
services Wednesday at 9 a. m. in
( ARD OF THANKS
Providence, R. I. Interment will
We would like to thank Dr. Rob
be in Mt. St. Mary Cemetery in
ert
Allen
and all the nurses at Knox
Pawtucket, R. I.
Abbott—At Union. Jan. 20. Mattie Hospital for their many kindnesses
K. Abbott, age 77 years. Funeral extended to us while we were pa
services Wednesday at 2 p. m. fVom tients there.
Mrs. Gladys Dyer and Mrs. Made
the People’s Methodist Church in
9-lt
Union with Rev. Mr. Brown offi line MacDonald, Vinalhaven.
ciating. Interment will be in Ieake- .
CARD OF THANKS
view Cemetery.
The family of Mrs. Nora L. Heal
Richardson—At Rockland. Jan.
18. Lewis Herbert Richardson, age wishes to express their appreciation
76 years and three months. Funeral j for the beautiful floral tributes, the
services today at 2 p. m. from the cardg and other expressions of sym
Russell Funeral Home with Rev. 1 pathy received from neighbors and
Merle S. Conant officiating. Inter friends during their recent bereave
ment will be in the family lot in ment.
The Family.
Sea View Cemetery.
9*lt
I4»wry—At Vinalhaven, Jan. 19. West Rockport.
Mrs. Lillian Mabel Lawry. widow
CARD OF THANKS
of Burton Lawry, age 73 years.
I wish to thank all my neighbors
Funeral services Wednesday at 2
p. m. from the Headley Funeral and friends for sending cards and
Home in Vinalhaven with Elder remenbrances while I was a patient
Ralph Candage officiating. Inter at the Veterans Hospital in Togus.
John Guisani,
ment will be in Bay View Ceme
Friendship.
9-lt
tery.
Brown — At Rutland Heights.
('ARD OF THANKS
Mass., Jan. 19, Col. Ralph W.
We wish to thank all those who
Brown, formerly of Rockland, age
were so kind to us at the time of
75 years. Military funeral services little Roxanne's death, especially
Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. from the Dr. Waterman, Dr. Tracy and the
Burpee Funeral Home. Interment
staff at Miles Memorial Hos
will be in Achorn Cemetery.
pital in
Damariscotta.
Mrs.
Leah Brooks. Rev. and Mrs David
Ham supper Wednesday at 6 Bell and Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell
p. m. at Holy Trinity Lutheran Davis and all those who sent cards
Church. Thomaston. Adults $1.00. | and flowers. We wish to thank our
9-lt neighbors and friends who remem
bered us in many other ways.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crute, Mr.
VNDER BODY WASH
and Mrs. Laurence Brooks, and
New Service Offered To Motorist*. Karl Crute.
9’lt
Have your car under body waabed
to prevent corrosion and rust
IN MEMORIAM
ONLY 81.00
1959—1968
In loving memory of our dear
MARITIME GULF STATION
mother.
Etta
Ranquist.
Cor. Talbot Ave. and Main St.
Children and Grandchildren.
3-tf

THE TOWN

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. AP
are free and space here cannot be

purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
Jan. 22-25—110th Poultry Show and
New England Pou'.trymen'a Con
ference, Mechanics Building. Bos
ton.
Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Building at 2.30.
Fob. 11—South School PTA Card
Party at 7.45 p. m. at the South
School.

March 7—Methebesec Club meets at
the home ot Mrs. Marguerite
Perry at 2.30

March 25—Rockland Garden Club
meets at the Farnsworth Museum
at 2.30.

About $600 damage was estimat
ed when two vehlclol collided on
the Port Clyde road Sunday, ac
cording to Trooper Lawrence Chap
man. A car, driven by Ralph E.
Cline, 63. Wheeler's Bay, skidded
on the icy pavement as he was
rounding a curve, heading south
toward his home, and collided with
an automobile, driven by Mrs.
Dorothy Rackliff, 43, of Spruce
Head, which was heading in the
opposite direction. Gregory Cline,
7, and Ralph E. Cline, 23. were
treated for cuts and bruises at
Knox Hospital and later released.
About $300 damage was estimated
to each car, Chapman said.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary meets
at 7.30 Thursday evening at the
home of Al French. 44 Gay street.
Deputy Secretary of State Paul
MacDonald of Jefferson will con
duct a reorientation class for Rock
land election officials at the Farns
worth Museum woikshop Wednes
day at 7.30 p. m.

Minor damage was reported when
two vehicles collided at the inter
section of Park and Main streets
Monday, according to Rockland po
lice. The driver of one of the cars.
Marguerite Gilmore, 45, of South
Thomaston, told the investigating
officers that her car stalled when
she went through the intersection on
Main street. The accident occuried
when the other automobile, driven
by Maurice Powell. 28 of Thomas
ton had started to pull ahead of the
Gilmore car to park near the curb
Walter Whittier of Camden has
purchased the home of Mis. Mary
Ripley on Camden street terrace
through the real estate agencies of
Austin Nelson and Charles Bicknell.
The Lady Kr.ox Beauty Shop will
be closed January 22 through Jan
uary 29.
9-11

Have your old fur coat re
modelled into a modern cape. Be
ready for spring. Lucien K. Green
and Son, 15 School Street. City. 9-11
Telephone 76 lor ail social Items
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St
social reporter.
tf

151-T tf

Mochiae Repair Sorvica
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
PUBLIC PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
epicee Knight* of Cohiinbas

47-TATh-tf

RUSSE LL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
tt HOUK AMBUL
SERVICE

BILL CLEAN-UP
► Pay leftover seasonal bills
and reduce high monthly pay
ments with a prompt loan here.
We tike to say "Yes!” when you
ask for a loan. Phone for your
loan in one visit, or come in.
Learn up te

LOAN!

S2566 glue life insurance at nn extra caat

Baptist Church

The spring run of alewlves, and the resulting harvest, in Warren, must have been of sizeable
proportions several decades ago if the picture from tie files of the late Willard A. Wylie of Warren is any
indication. In the foreground, workmen dip the fish from the fishway and store them in a huge bin.
They later got a ride down the long sluiceway which crossed the river to smokehouses. The picture is
thought to have been taken several years prior to 19(10. The photographer probably stood on the village
bridge to take the picture. Buildings showing at the right are those of the Georges River Mill.

Explorer Post 206

Oldsmobile Leads

Received First

Oldsmobile has moved ahead of
all competitors in the medium

Charter

price class in the sale of new cars

par since the 1958 models were intro
ents present, Explorer Post 206 duced. according to Oldsmobilc’s
was presented its first charter by general manager and vice presi
dent of General Motors, J. F.
Commissioner Owen B. Allen.
Wolfram.
Receiving the charter on behalf
“I believe, this indicates.” Wol
of the Rockland Congregational fram said, “that Oldsmobile will
Church was Lawrence Plummer, make an even stronger impact on
newly elected Institutional Repre the medium price class market in
sentative. At the same time Mr. 1958”.
AUen
presented
membership
Ross Motors, Winter street, con
cards to Tony Murgita. Chairman firmed the fact that they have
of the Post Committee, and to been informed by Mr. Wolfram
Lawrence Plummer and Stanley
Heath,
committee
membeis, Rockland Congregational Church
and to Rev. Charles R. Monteith, on Sunday the congregation wit
Post Advisor.
nessed the presentation of the
A special award was presented current charter, its eighth, as
the new Post for having qualified Nt ighborhood Commissioner Owen
as an ‘‘Honor Unit” for the 1959 B, Allen made the presentation to
Paden-Powell Recognition Round Lawrence Plummer, Institutional
up.
Representative for 1958. Usually
Joseph Gallant was the event the presentation has been made
director for the Charter Night at a Pack meeting, but in line
program, which included refresh with national policy, it was pre
ments after the program. Senior sented before the whole congre
Crew Leader Robert Murgita pre gation.
sided for the opening and closing
The various awards which the
ceremonies. The Four Freedoms Pack has earned and the mem
ceremony was used in opening bership cards for the leaders ar.d
and the Explorer
Citizenship committee will be presented on
Pledge was used for the closing. Jan 31 when the monthly pack
Announcements
and
discussion meeting is held. Charles Boetsch
were under the direction of the is the new Cubmaster, and Neil
Advisor. One prospective mem C. Novicka, assistant Cubmaster,
ber was present.
with Richard B. Harden, chair
Charter members of Post 296 man of the commmittee, and
are: Robert Bradley, Joseph Gal Charles Huntley serving as treas
lant. Wayne Heath, Arnold Mc urer.
Conchie, Jr., Charles Monteith,
Under the direction of Miss
Jr., Robert Montgomery, Robert Janice Black, president of the
Murgita, Robert Plummer and Comrades of the Way and chair
Avard Walker III. Deputy Crew men David Harden (Mexico),
Leader is Avard Walker, and Jeanne Call (England), Harriet
Secretary is Robert Plummer.
Sleeper
(Norway),
Ruth-Ann
The organization of a Post was Jackson (Italy), Louise West
necessitated by a change in the (China), and Janet Plummer
national Boy Scout policy which (France), a most enjoyable sup
•will during 1958 eliminate “Ex per was presented at the Rock- j
plorer Crews” from the Troop lend Congregational Church Sun
structure. Post 206 is the first in day evening. This was the first
this area to be thus organized.
t;me an “international menu”
Cub Scout Pack 206 Charter
had been presented, but there ’
During morning worship at the was an abundance of food, and a
wide range of items; 47 persons 1
were present inchiding 22 mem- j
ao w
bers, 19 parents and brothers, sis
ters, and guests.
The young I
people
arranged
the supper, i
served it buffet style, and cleaned ,
up afterwards. Next Sunday the j
CRUSADE FILM
youth of the Congregational Par
ish will join in the annual Youth
Sunday service. All parts of the
service will be conducted by the |
youth under the supervision of
the pastor who is in charge of ar
rangements.
On Saturday night, with

RIUG

A

raoMm

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

that Oldsmobile is new the leader
in the medium price cla.cs since
the 1958 cars were unveiled.
Wolfram, prior to new model
introductions, had predicted a
good year for his company. In
meetings with automotive writers,
he had stated that Oldsmobile ex
pected to taJce a larger share of
medium price cla^s.
“Oldsmobile sales since the in
troduction of the 1958 mode’s in
early November have been high
er than during the same period a
year ago”, Wolfram added. “In
the months of November and De
cember. Oldsmobile retail sales
increased by 10 per cent over the
same period of 1956”.
“Public reception of our brilli
antly styled 1958 cars would in
dicate that our optimism is justi
fied. It is apparent that more
and more people like Oldsmobi’e’s
‘mobile look’ and the continued
engineering leadership for which
Oldsmobile has become famous”,
Wolfram concluded.

Augusta Youths
(Continued from Page One)
The lads, one 13 and the other 15,
admitted stealing the cars.

Both

were reported to be on probation

from the State School for Boys.
They could not recall the loca
tion where they abandoned the first
car which took them from Augusta
to Damariscotta. Police were still
hunting for it late Mgnday after
noon. After taking the Oldsmobile
in which they were caught, they
struck a utility pole enroute to
Thomaston, but were able to con
tinue.
Action will be brought against
them in Kennebec and Lincoln
Counties for the thefts.

Unparalleled
coverage ol the
greatest single
•Wort in the
history of

Highlights ol entire 15 week crusade
Featuring
Billy Graham Team .'Cliff
Barrows. George Beverly Shea. TMd
Smith, and Paul Mickelson'
3.003
voice choir Jim Falfcenburg and Tex
McCrary, known as “Mr and Mrs.
New York ”

A World Wide

Pictures Production

SEE IT AT

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>666>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

E. T. Nelson, Inc

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

DODGE - PLYMOUTH

Jm. 22 — 7JO p. m.

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVO

Sponsored by
Knox Co. Evangelical

The monthly meeting of the Lin
Nine Maine youngsters w
be
coln Council of American Baptist featured in a film on Mr'
lob
Men will be held at the Rockport ster fishing which will b
iwn
Baptist Church, Jan 25. Supper Wednesday evening. Jan r mt
will be served at 6.30 p. m. by the coast-to-coast network •
;ion
host church.
program.
At 7.30 the business meeting will
The film titled "The L 'ister
be called by President Frank Leo
Story” .will highlight thr Pi.-ney
nard at which time the reports of
Newsreel Special on the Mickey
the last meeting at Thomaston.
Mouse Club show. This mny be
Dec. 28. also report of the execu
seen in the Maine area o- Chan
tive committee meeting at Warren
nel 8. MWTW-TV, from 5 3C to 6
will be read. Election of officers
p. m.
for 1958 will be held at the RockEarly last spring a
'ecial
rort meeting.
At 7 45 a worship service will be camera crew was in Maine tr ,;!m
onducted by the laymen of the the story at Stockton Sp 'gg.
host church as follows: song and Members of the local high sc’ o1’*
h en
worship leader, Harry Straub; science class, who hav
Scripture, Romans. Chapter 12 studying fisheries educatio u its
read by Malcolm Phillips; evening prepared by the Departm n’ of
prayer, Dell Hyssong: special Rea and Shore Fisheries, served as
music, men's quartet; offering, actors. Both Sea and Shore Fish
Charles Marston; ushers. Jack eries and the Department of Eco
nomic Developmeant cooperated
Hyssong and Albert Rhodes.
Guest speaker. Rev. Kenneth to make the film possible.
Singling out a boy and a girl as
Mavity, a new appointee of the
American Baptist Mission Society "typical” pupils, the camera fol
who recently began work at the lows them to school, showing them
Mexico Baptist Mission. He was in the classroom with their ’eachborn in Brazil of missionary par er. Mrs. Emma Hulen. Sb’ect
ents and is a graduate of Southern for the day is the Maine lobster,
Baptist Seminary.
and the class is shewn learnin- ’he
Benediction. Phillip Carroll. Next workings of a lobster trap with
meeting will be at Warren, Feb. Sea and Shore Fisheries wa-den
22.
Norman C. Woodward, and making
a biological study of a lob-ter’e
Frank Beverage Of anatomy.
Other scenes include field trips
to see how a lobster fisherman
North Haven 97
builds and repairs his traps and
A Week Ago
how he actually baits sets and
fishes his traps. As a special
On Tuesday, Jan. 14. Frank Bev
erage of North Haven observed his treat, the youngsters wind up their
97th birthday at the home of his studies with a lobster bake on a
daughter. Miss Jennie Beverage of nearby beach, learning the happy
Upper Main street. There were 37 purpose behind the fisherman’^
callers during the day who came hard work.
Featured as the typica' pupils
with cards and gifts to congratu
late him. He had 90 birthday cards are Gary Larrabee and Margaret
which represented 180 signatures, Ginn. Other members of the c-Iass
as the North Haven Baptist Sunday include Maynard Warman. Doug
School of which he was for many las Lathrop, David Harrison. John
Sterling
Harr'man.
years superintendent, sent cards Frecker,
with class signatures, as well as Geraldine Fraser and Andrew
the small grade town school of Marion. All were members of the
which his niece, Mrs. Edith B. Mills sophomore class.
is a teacher.
Stockton Springs High Schoo! ia
Miss Rosanne Burgess came and one of 48 secondary schools in
sang several of his favorite hymns, Maine coastal communities mak
and in the evening his son and wife, ing use of study units on such sub
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Beverage jects ag the Maine clam the
of Plainville, Conn., called him on scallop and -the herring. All are
the telephone. His nephew, Hiram prepared by the Department of
S. Beverage was a dinner guest.
Sea and Shore Fisheries as nart
Mr. Beverage is the oldest person nf its program to help estnb'ieh
in town and holder of the Boston fisheries education courses in the
Post Cane. During the afternoon state's public school system.
one of the youngest, who is William
Guy Hurd, Jr., who was born Oct.
31. called with his mother. Mrs. Bill
PROBLEM p
Hurd, his little sister, Sarah Ellen
Hurd, who is not yet four years old,
came and would not eat her re
freshments until she had presented
Mr. Beverage her cards and sung
Happy Birthday.
The weatherman was agreeable
it being mild at 24 degrees while on
Jan. 14, 1957 it was 14 degrees be
low zero. Thus another mile stone
is passed, and he wishes to express
his thanks and appreciation to
friends far and near who helped
make “his day” a happy one.

flaazBS$

Read The vourier-uazetts

TOPCOAT SALE

LIGHT

Over 100
TOPCOATS and OVERCOATS

THE

Reduced for Quick Sale
ORIGINALLY PRICED AT

$33.75, $45.00, $55.00, $60.00, $69J0

NOW Priced As Low As

,19.’5-$29.’5-$39.’5-$49.’s
BUY NOW AND SAVEI

ANNOUNCEMENT

SUITS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FURNACE Heater for sale
MELGER McCASHUN 58 Olive
Street.
TAN Car Coat with scarf, gloves,
etc., lost from Cushing Grange Hail
SituidiV night. Own i would ap
preciate their return. GLORIA
THOMPSON. Tel. TEmple 2-9944.
9*11
SADI ‘LE Hui
tot salt car Also
be used for a driving horse. HAR
OLD MOORE. Warren. Tel. CRest
wood 4-2511.
GEN Elec? Stove for sale; also,
automatic washer and Frigidaire
and
several
other pices
of
furniture. TEL 1512-W3.
9*11

Wednesday

LET ME

NEWYORK

3S€ MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. . Phene: 1US
opvn ,»Trwn»v« rvrn vnnv
tree ash H nnSash .( all nms«<i»| tone • Iran aha as* fcf mt

Lincoln Council Will Lobster Story
Meet At Rockport
Featured On TV

Alewive Fishing In Warren Long Ago

9'lt

GET AHEAD WITH A

Page Three

ORIGINALLY $35.00 ta $69.50

Now $29.’5-$39.’5-#49.’5
WINTER TERM

SPORT COATS

OPEHING DATE,

FEBRUARY 3, 1951

ORIGINALLY $25.00 ta $39.50

Day and Evening Sessions

Now $19.’5

HUSSON
1898

1898

COLLEGE
Hoarding Accommodation.
For Non-Resident Mudents

Husinest Training For Over
Half .1 Ctntury"

First Ckoice Used Cars

FREE CATALOGUE

nx. 726
BOCKLAND
■r. L. NBW COUNTY BD.

C. H. HUSSON, Proa.

ALL GARMENTS FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK

416

MAIN ST.

,-e^1

LYM,

iff.

M.

Foot

ftg*
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I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
54-A vegetable (pi.)
56-Prefix. Tenth
i57-Because
58-Father and mother
60- Epistle (abbr.)
61- Nothing
63- Metric land measure
64- Before
65- Bustle
66- Toots lightly
,68-Cooked in an oven
70- Noisy sleepers
71- Scatters

HORIZONTAL
1-G a v e
8-Swooned
15- Pecut: said of
diamonds
16- Soothe
17- H-gh (Mus.)
18- lnsect egg
19- Defin te article
20- cxplode suddenly
21- Mustcal note
22- Spread
24- Preposition
25- Prefix. Around
28- Fathers
29- Greek goddess of
discord
31-Occurrence
33-Oirl’s name
34- Shut
35- Lower
37-City highways
39- Unit
40- Fabulous bird
41- Meals
45-Snake-weed
49- To gnaw away
50- Epoch
52- A conduit
53- Small beds

VERTICAL
1-Seized
■ 2-To alleviate
3-Do
I 4-Negative
5- Large casks
6- Heroic poems
• 7-Holds
8-Makes obese
, 9-Residue from fire
10- River in Bohemia
11-A Greek letter
|12—Strike gently
il3-Conceited person

Advice For
Claimants of
Social Security
Thousands of self-employed per
sons will be filing claims for So
cial Security benefits during the
early part of 1968, according to
George Field, manager of the Au

Social

gusta

office.
Field

district

Security

stated

that

many

self-

employed individuals make little

or no preparation for this import
ant visit to the Social Security
office to claim their insurance
payments under the Social Secur
ity law. Faliure to do «o often
causes the claimant extra trouble
and inconvenience, slows down
the processing of his claim, and
delays the receipt of his first
monthly check.
Field pointed out that a person
must meet certain requirements
set forth in the law’ before he can
become eligible to draw monthly
Social Security benefits. One of
these requirements is that a per
ron who has been working for
himself must submit proof that he
ved at least $400 NET earng.« fiom his business during the
year, together with proof that he
f ed a proper tax return with In

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Removes
?3-Between (Italian)
?6-Corded material
?7-lnvasions
?9-Chosen
30-Fish eggs
3?-Taut
34-Fretful
36-Place
S8-Prefix. Thrice
41- Disclaims
42- Wearmq away of
rocks by water
43- Kitchen utensil
44- Prophetess
45- Ensigns
46- To be indebted
47- Moved back
48- Three-leoged stands
51-A roe (Scot )
54- More threadbare
55- A razor strap
58- Dm
59- Cauterize
62-A card game
65-Wheaten meal of
Ind a
67-Treasurer (abbr.)
69-Prefix. Apart

ternal Revenue Service. To meet
this requirement, self-employed
individuals who plan to file a
claim for Social Security benefits
should have an extra copy of their
tax return prepared for the So
cial Security office.
This will
soeed up the handling of their
claims.
Field urges all self-employed
persons who plan to file claims in
the next few months to have extra
copies of their 1956 and 1957 tax
returns, including Schedule C or
F, ready to submit to the Social
Security office when they file their
claims for Social Security bene
fits. They should also have some
1 evidence that they filed the t«x
returns with the District Director
cf Internal Revenue Service, such
as a cancelled check or post office
money order receipt.
“A little preparation for visiting
the Social Security office to file
a claim often saves both ♦h'1
claimant and the Social Security
Administration time and expense”,
Field concluded.

Never put off until tomorrow the
bad habit you can cut out alto
gether.

One trouble with the wheel of
fortune is that it has turned mar.v
a man’s head.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

TAKEM! ADVICE-

'//

mm nc m-wiuthck w*y

...GO 8y TRAIN...
READ DOWN

READ UP
Week DaysSundays

Week Days-Sundays

| A M P M.

P. M

A. M.

8:00 3.30 5.20 Lv. Rockland
'! 8:10
3:40 530 Lv. Thomaston
*8 25
3 54 5 43 Lv. Warrtn
Tl 8 39
4.08 5 55 Lv. Waldoboro

P. M. A.M.

Ar. 11.40 5:25
Ar. 11:32 5:15

Ar. 11:13 4 59
Ar. 10:58 4:45

li 8 43

4.H 5.58 Lv. Winslows
Mills
[ 8 .5i 4:19 607 Lv. Nobleooro

Ar. 10:48 4:39 1016

Ar. 10 39

p 8 56 426 6 13 Lv. Damariscotta
Mills
Ar. 10 34 —
^908 4 33 6:18 Lv. Newcastle
Ar. 1028 423

925 454 6:31 Lv. Wiscasset
9 45

Avoid sudden storms
— icy high ways. You

really relax and enjoy

—

—

Lv. Woolwich

9:50 515 654 Lv. Bath

10:28

To Portland, Boston.

—

Ar. 941

3:45

1006 5:31 7:10 Ar. Brunswick

Lv. 9 20 3:27

10:50 6:40 7:55 Ar. Portland

lv. 8.30 2.45

1:4010 50 10.35 Ar. Boston

(train when you take

IX 7.30 Ar. New Tort

ta tram!

YOU CAN MMND ON TM

lv. 2:30 12 30
A.M.

AM. AM

ate Monday to assist cities in re-' from the Milwaukee School of East*
locating families forced to move by neering and now haa a poaition with
urban renewal activities. At pres- the General Electric Company in
ent these families must move either Syracuse. N. Y.

into single family dwellings or into
Mrs. Edna Barrett has returned
In a statement on the Senate co-operative structures of ten or from New Brunswick where she
Floor last week I called attention to more units in order to be eligible was called by the illness of her
the pressing need for low’ interest, for liberal mortgage insurance. My brother.
Mrs. Grace Lermond and Mrs.
long term loans for small businesses amendment to the National Housing
in areas with severe unemploy Act would extend liberal mortgage Percy Lermond of Jefferson were
ment problems. Under S. 244. a insurance provisions to include two, callers on Friday at Mrs. Ruth
bill I introduced last year, small three and four family dwellings. Hyler's.
businesses in labor surplus areas This amendment was first suggest
The main lngrdient in the recipe
could receive 20 year loans from ed last spring by officials of the
the Smail Business Administration Slum Clearance and Redevelopment for successful after dinner speaking
at not more than three per cent Agency in Portland in order to ease is shortening.
interest. According to the latest the relocation problems encount
Labor Department reports, art'as in ered there. Any dwelling pur UNION FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
23 states are now classified as hav chased under this amendment
Unfa*. Malta
ing substantial labor surpluses. In would be required to meet the local
ASSETS,
DEC. 31, 1967
public
health,
safety
and
zoning
Maine such hard-hit communities
as Saco. Biddeford and Sanford regulations as well as Federal Cash in office and tank, 33,868.99
Cash premiums unpaid,
12.00
would benefit under the provisions Housing Administration standards.
This
bill
could
go
far
toward
alle

of S. 244. With a major small busi-1
Gross cash assets,
$3,880.99
ness bill already before the Bank-| viating the relocation problems in
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1997
ing and Currency Committee, it is j smaller sized cities where large 50 per cent cash premium, $980.87
my hope that the provisions of S. housing developments are uneco
j Total lia.bi{lties,
244 can be incorporated in that bill nomical.
$980.87
i Net cash aaeets,
$3,299,72
and approved during this session of
Small Business Needs C ited

Congress.
Urban Renewal Relocation
Bill Introduced
Following up on the recommenda
tions made in December at the
hearings of the Housing Subcommit
tee . I introduced a bill in the Sen-

SOUTH WARREN

10:15

P.M.

WAIN...

P.M.

AM

—
P.M.

; Premium notes subject

1 to assessment.
$23,236.00
Henry Jordan of Rockland was a Deduct all assessments
and paymeusa,
1.181.75
caller in town on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Bean have
Balance due on pre
been recent visitors of Mr. Bean’s
mium notes,
$22 073.25
JAMES L. DORNAN,
parents. Mr. and Mrs Frank Bean.
Secretary.
Merrick graduated in December
8-T-12

VnwiWv,

William Bcridix tells you,

Evety
Savings Bond
you buy is a
share in
America ttfld
“In more ways than one, tins great-country
of ours is a government of, by, and
people. And, because it is, its «»nonuc se
curity depends greatly upon the financia
security of each individual American family.
“So when you’re saving for your own famil/s security, you’re also helping your coun
try And one of the best ways to do this is
ty investing regularly in United Staten Se-

ries E Savings Bonds.”
These Bonds are one of the safest investS TOuran make, ta* Xnaranleed
Tby your Government Thia means that
170,000,000 Americans stand solidly
the value of every Bond you buy.
WT on

P*

New York —No driving

President Eisenhower submitted
his Budget for fiscal year 1859 to
Congress last week. The budget
proposes Federal expenditures of
$73.9 billion which makes it the
largest peacetime budget m our
history. In its broad outlines the
President's Budget maps out a na
tional program behind which all
Americans can rally. It is encour
aging to note that the President
believes it will be possible to have
a balanced budget for the fourth
successive year. I was particularly
pleased that funds for completion
of the Quoddv Survey, federal aid
for the state maritime academies,
federal assistance for secondary
and vocational school education in
the commercial fisheries, and other
items of interest to Maine were in
cluded in the Budget.

Last week President Eisenhower
made public the contents of a letter
he sent to Premier Bulganin of the
Soviet Union. The letter was in
reply to one which had been sent by
Bulganin just prior to the recent
NATO Conference in Paris and
which had requested, among other
things, a new summit conference.
The President's reply is honest,
candid, and to the point and is an
outstanding example of his states
manship. It is a seriousi document,
unlike the propaganda epistle sent
by Bulganin. The President’s let
ter not only refutes that propa Navy Shipyard Wage Rates
ganda. but it goes on to offer sev
For a great many years the Navy
eral highly constructive and imagi has determined wage rates for
native proposals for peace.
civilian employees in naval ship
First, it leaves the door open yards on the basis of an 1862 statute
for future negotiation between East which requires wages to conform
and West, provided however, that with those paid by private indus
such negotiations are preceded by try in the “immediate vicinity”.
sincere and constructive efforts at The net result today of this re
laying a framework within which strictive provision is that employees
negotiation might succeed. Another at the Kittery-Portsmouth Naval
significant proposal advanced by Shipyard in Kittery, where there
President Eisenhower is that the is no comparaable private industry,
nations of the world make a firm are paid substantially less than em
and lasting agreement to assure ployees at the Boston Naval Ship
that outer space will be used for yard less than 60 miles away. To
peaceful purposes. As we advance correct this grossly unfair situa
ever farther in our efforts to solve tion I introduced a bill in the Sen
the great mysteries of the universe, ate last week which would elimi
as we learn to control nature more nate the “immediate vicinity”

criteria and would provide that
wages be established on the basis
of more appropriate geographic
areas.

i

What’s more, if a Bond «
Tuf”
destroyed, the Treasuiy wrll replace it
vou without charge. Thats why people say.

Bonds are safer than cash.

Bonds pav good interest, too—3^% when
held to maturity. And they now mature m
only eight years and 11 months.
So vou can see there are many ^oo<lreason^
to save tor the big things in yourhfe through
United States Savings Bonds. Whjrnot■ «Urt
huving your Shares m America today? Buy
Sings Bonds through the PayroU Savtngs
Plan where you work or regularly where

you bank.

Ar. 10:09 4.08

Ar. 943

your ride when you go

by train.

and more, it is imperative that
we use our knowledge for progress
and not destruction. The President
also asked Premier Bulganin for
an agreement between the United
States and the Soviet Union to the
effect that neither country make
use of its veto power in the United
Nations to frustrate any measure
seeking the peaceful solution of a
dispute.
The Soviet Union has
abused its veto power by using it
82 times since the United Nations
was established. The President’s
proposals will provide a clear Jest
of the Kremlin's sincerity.

Letter To Bulganin

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Answer on Classified Page)
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Builders Expect To Have Roof On Hospital In Six Weeks

Connldprahle progress has been made on the construction of
the near-mlllion-dnllar addition to Knox fount)- General Hospital.
According to Superintendent Kichard LaForge, the construction
of the walls is about 50 per cent completed
He expects that the mason work will be completed on the
walls and the roof in place in a matter ot six weeks, weather

Save Forms And

Records For Tax
Returns
A reminder to Federal income
taxpayers to retain their copies

of returns filed during the current
tax season was issued todaj- by

District Director
Whitney L.
Wheeler of the Augusta office of
the Internal Revenue Service.
Records of income and expense
used in preparation of the return
also should be kept, he said.
“Tax forms and records must
be preserved for at least three
years from the deadline date,
April 15. in case any question con
cerning a return should arise",
Mr. Wheeler said.
“Beyond this requirement, how
ever, taxpayers should find that

retention of their copies of returns
should help them in filing next
year, especially if there is little
or no change- in their financial
status. In addition, the Revenue
Service suggests that records of
1958
expenditures — cancelled
checks, receipts, notations of con
tributions. sales taxes and oth’r
levies, interest payments and
other deductible item»-be retain
ed with the return copy for ready
reference in computing 1058 Fed
eral and state returns.''

floor, are of eight inch concrete blocks with a veneer of red brick.
The picture at the left shows a general view ot the project
Monday morning looking toward the junction of IJmcrock and
White streets.
The renter picture shows men of Consolidated Constructors,
the contracting firm, at work making forms for roof supporting

permitting.
...ou.ay, masons from the crew of 40 employed on the job
were laying brick in weather considerably below freezing. They
commented that mortar laid in surh temperatures sets as readily
as that laid in warmer weather.
Walls of the building, which have now gone into the second

land office is at the Post Office ly. and get in the habit of changing
Building. The phone number to your position frequently.
I call for information or assistance
As for the children, experts agree
' is 1141.
that long sessions in front of the set
should not take the place of active
Health For All
play. TV is fine for an occasional
quiet hour, but must not crowd out
From the Four County Tuberculo activities necessary for normal
sis Association come their valuable growth and development.
( hints on "Health for AU”:
You can't wear out your eyes

These winter evenings may tempt
you to spend more time than usual
| in front of the television screen. To
get full enjoyment from this great
Mr. Wheeler pointed out that entertainment medium, a few
district and local offices of the words of warning are in order.
Revenue Service are glad to pioSome programs are so exciting
vide information throughout the they keep you glued to your chair
year, preferably by telephone or in fascination! After a long eve
on a visit to an office if required. ning of viewing you may find your
''All we ask is that the taxpayer legs stiff and uncomfortable. Take
have the facts and figures relating a look at how you sit. Do you curl
to his problem correctly in mind." up in a ball and stay there? Your'e
Mr. Wheeler declared. The Rock cutting off circulation. Sit proper

virbrating picture puts a heavyburden of work on the eyes.
Childen's eyes are going through
their period of greatest growth and
change. Be sure to ask the doctor
how much viewing under what con
ditions are safe for their eyes.
• • •

Good tleevision habits will mean
more pleasure from you set.
Not a liquid, not a pill—yet it’s
watching TV. but you can tire them
becoming
as important to the treat
if you don't watch properly. Most
people by now are well aware that ment of the sick or injured as any
medicine. It’s called rehabilitation.
the bright screen should not be
watched in a dark room. Soft, in-' In recent years it has been in
direct light is best. Don't watch creasingly recognized that the
from an angle that distorts the pic medical job is not finished when the
ture. Place the set so it is directly immediate illness has been cured.
in front of the family's favorite Follow-through rehabilitation of all
chairs at eye level, and do try to patients to the point where they can
get the children up off the floor. once again take their place in the
Sit as far away as you can—and wor king wor ld is now regarded as
still see. Make sure the set is a prime medical responsibility.
properly adjusted. A blurred or' One reason, of course, that this

part of treatment has taken, on
added importance in recent years
is the vast improvements in medi
cal care. More and more people
who might otherwise have died or
been hopelessly crippled are recov
ering because of new’ drugs and
other medical techniques. In tu
berculosis, for example, the advent
of drug treatment has meant that
thousands have recovered from the
disease—recovered with more or
less of a handicap. Recovery is
not complete until, despite their
handicap, they are once again selfsufficient members of society.
Rehabilitation for the disabled is
much more than a way to a job. It
is freedom from a prison of de
pendence. But it does not happen
overnight. It requires a combina
tion of expert training and counsel
ing under medical guidance to de
velop capabilities out of disabilities.
Ie requires the cooperation of for
ward looking business and industry
to make use of the skills developed.
Rehabilitated persons have demon
strated their worth to employers all
over the country.
The real measure of the progres 1
of modern medicine must not 1
mere survivial, but revival of
valuable human being.

IT’S EASIER TO TRADE UP
TO EDSEL!

Tips on Touring
Carol Lane

mmbh

Women's Travel Authority

When Driver Turns Teacher
Know someone who wants to
learn to drive? The best tip is to
take a driver-training course
taught by professionals. They
know the best techniques of teach
ing and they know the local traf
fic laws. Records prove that pro
fessionally trained drivers have

We’re giving top dollars on trade-ins-reducing pay
ments to the minimum—and Edsel prices actually
start lower than 32 models of the low-priced three*

columns on the second floor level. The walls shown at the left are
in thr northwest corner of the new structure und join the wing ot
the hospital facing Limerock Street.
At the right, masons lay up the second floor walls of the wing
facing St. Peter's Church and White Park. Cold weather slowed
the progress of the workmen somewhat, but the walls were gain
ing steadily in height.

Advice To

Shoppers Is Offered
By Laundrymen
The

American

Laundering

Institute

of

women

to

advise

check “bargains” before buying.

; width yarn extends to the outside
! edge and passes # around tho
length yarn.
This construction
assures the buyer that the towel
i will wear well.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWEU,
Correspondent
Main Street. Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

A bargain isn't a bargain unless

it does the work it’s supposed to

do.

With the traditional

winter

white sales and clearances in full
Ralph Morse was in Portland Sat
advised to
urday.
look
twice before purchasing
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wiley
“bargain” material.
and children of Warren visited his
Homemakers should be especi
mother, Mrs. Velma Wiley, Sun
ally careful in selecting house
day.
hold linens, according to labora
Mr. and Mrs. G. Forest Penni
tory technicians at American In
man of Framingham. Mass., spent
stitute of Laundering, research the weekend with Kervin L. Dey
and educational center for the more.
professional
laundry
industry.
Mrs. Elroy Gross was in Thom
These textile experts offer the aston Friday.
following tips in buying linens.
Raymond Genthner was in Rock
Watch for heavy sizing, which is land Thursday.
a filler material used in loose’v
Waldon Osier has returned from
woven fabrics.
Heavily sized three months spent in St. Peters
items, especially sheets and pil- burg, Fla.
ow cases, have a good appear
The American Legion and Auxili
ance when new. However, after ary will meet at 8 p. m. Wednee'aundering, the sizing is gone and day at their hall or. Marble Avenue.
he item becomes very limp. To
Mrs. Anna Stahl has gone to
•heck for sizing, rub the fabric Connecticut where she will visit
ightly. If a powdery substance relatives.
At the regular meeting of the
appears, the article contains too
West Waldoboro Community Club,
much sizing.
Know the correct size so that the following officers were elected:
the bedding will fit properly and President, Mis. Beatrice Prior;
there will be ample material for I first vice president. Dewey Win
tucking.
Correct size means chenbach; second vice president,
more comfort as well as better George Boggs; secretary, Martha
Boggs; treasurer, Frank Sheffield;
wear.
For quality linens, look for and trustee for three years. Eugene
threads that are evenly woven and Winchenbach.

swing, shoppers are

of the same thickness.
Check
sheeting for firm, compact selvage
edges and hems that are straight
with an even stitching of from 12
to 14 stiches per inch.
In toweling, choose close, large,
loosely twisted and thickly packed
loops, which indicate that the
towels will be absorbent and wi'l
give good service. In selvage
edges, check to see that each

nerve cM&ufZ
ft

!///,

1 CfcNfcfc ,

m

.»-A

-fc.

‘Based on monufod'jrer’s sug
gested I'Sf prices of
Edsel
B-jnger and V 8 models of the
low-priced three

This big luxurious car outperforms everything else in the medium-price field!
Wonderful new wey te drive
Exclusive Edsel Teletouch Drive
puts the buttons where they belong.

You shift with both hands safely

at the wheel!

★ New high-torque V-l Edsel en
—303,345 horsepower

★ Exclusive new Teleteuch Drive

%

A Out-ahead jet-grille styling

★ Big, safer self-adjusting brakes
★ Mere passenger ream inside
t New comfort-shaped centaur seats

REGULAR

’2
VAIUI

THIS AUTHENTIC SCALE
MODEL EDSEL—FREE

fewer accidents than those who
learn by catch-as-catch can meth
ods.
But if professional teaching
can't be arranged, an experienced
driver can substitute.
Here are some tips on teaching
— in case you decide to try.
First, check your state motor
vehicle laws. Some states require
learners' permits for beginners
and some specify hours when be
ginners are allowed on the roads.
Teach only in daylight and in
good weather. Never take a be
ginner out at night or in stormy
weather.
Use quiet, back roads, avoiding
congested areas. Be sure your car
is in good operating condition. Any
Shell station will be glad to service
it for you. A beginner will have
enough problems without having
to handle a balky car.
When teaching parallel parking,
practice behind an imaginary car.
When your student makes mis
takes, be’ patient. Anger or ner
vousness can upset him.
Be sure your student learns the
motor vehicle laws — as well as
driving techniques. ’ Literature,
usually obtainable from state
motor vehicle departments, is help
ful for this purpose.

Come in for a test drive — and your
Edsel Dealer will give you this beauti
ful 8-iru It plastic model as a gift for
your child.

-V

1/jhsS

This big capacity loader mounts on Ford 600 Series,
800 Series or NAA Tractors to make a loading team
to handle your toughest materials handling jobs. Separate
hydraulic system provides fast control, includes double
acting lift cylinders for “down-crowd" digging, or singleacting lift cylinders. A variety of attachments is available.
»n design leaves aide
of tractor open, lets you get

Extra Ugh lift at 10 ft, • M.

up to the seat easily.

Big capacity of 1000 Ibc

SEE THESE EDSEL DEALERS FOR DRIVE-IT-HOME PRICES ON THE 1958 EDSEL

DON’T WAIT... SIC IT NOWI

A. C. McLOON & CO.
515 MAIN STREET

PAYSON
FARM MACHINERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

• »a arara aaras era reaa local coscl ocatea

UNION
Advertise In The Courler-Gasetta.

—

MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Keystone Chapter Of Camden Seats Officers

THOMASTON

BITUARY

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST . TEL. 156-5
Mr. and Mrs Darold Bowdish
are spending two weeks at Montego Bay. Jamaica.
Mi and Mrs Charlaa Bewail oi
Providence. R. I are guests of her
parents. Rev. and Mrs John B. S.
Fitzpatrick
Rev John B S. Fitzpatrick was
guest speaker on radio program,
“Thought For The Da. ", over station WRKD Monday and Tuesday
morning and w
speak on Wednesdav
Grace Chapter OES will hold a
stated meeting Wednesday night at
7 30 at the Masonic Temple Refreshments will be served
Lions Club will meet Wednesday
evening at 7 15 at S’ Joh:. s Episcopal Church undercroft
Arcana Lodge K P will meet
Wednesday evening at 7 30 at the
K P Hall to work the rank of
Esquire on candidates
Woman's Auxiliary of St John's

Episcopal Church met Friday
night at the Undercroft with 17
members present.
Plans were
made to hold the annual penny
sale on Feb. 10 at 7 o clock at the
Masonic Temple
Refreshments
were served by co-hostesses Mrs.
Evelyn Brennecke and Mrs. Margaret Rogers.
Mi and Mrs Reed Wolfe were
honored Saturday night when
friends gathered at their new home
for a baked bean supper to benefit
the polio fund which turned out
to be a housewarming for them
A money bouquet was presented
from the group. Invited guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Swan
holm Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Johnson. Mrs. Warrene Barr. Mr. and
Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks. Mr. and
Mrs Henry Montgomery, Mr. and
Mrs.Waino Kangas and
Mr. and
Mrs.Alfred Saunders

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.
LEWIS HERBERT RICHVROSON

Death

claimed

Lewis

Herbert

Richardson. 76. Saturday, midnight,
after a brief illness.

and was a member of R.L.D.S.
Church
•
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Abbie Hutchinson of Vinalhaven;
a brother. Sidney Mandel of Car
mel; two nieces. Mrs. Vera Boman and Mrs. Gladys Coombs,
both of Vinalhaven; and a brother
and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Quincy Lawry of Vinalhaven.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Headley Funeral Home with Elder
Candage °£ticlatlng, Interment will be in Bay View Cemetery.

He was born

in this city October 18. 1681. son of MRS. ABBIE W. .MOREY

weetern part of the state.
Survivors Include his wife, Mrs.
Fthel Bartlett Brown of Lewis
ton; one son, H. MacNeil Brown
of Philmont, N Y., and two
grandsons,
Neil
and
Robert
Brown,
Funeral
arrangements
arc
are waiting the arrival of Mrs.
Brown today.
Plans are being
made for military rites conducted
by the American Legion on Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. from the
Burpee Funeral Home.
Burial
w-m be jn Achorn Cemetery.

New Jersey

Sbbott L. and Mae V. (Baldwin) I Mrs. Abbie W. Morey. 86. widow Artists Showing
Richardson.
He graduated from of Edward J. Morey of 58 North
Rockland High School in 1901 and Main street died in Rockland, Work At Museum
immediately entered the employ of, Jan. 20.
the late A. C. Hahn.
i She was born in Charleston, I An exhibition of prints, waterIn 1906 he moved to Whitinsville.Mass.. Feb. 2. 1871. the daughter c°l°rs. and wash drawings by the
Mass., and there became an expert of Amos and Abbie Wood.
Associated Artists of New Jersey
machinist. Later
he moved to Surviving is one brother, George ls now being showm in the north
Worcester, Mass., there also as a H. Wood of Quincy. Mass., several gallery of the Farnsworth Museum
where it will remain on view during
machinist, and some years later nieces and one nephew.
She was a member of the First ‘he remainder of January.
returned to this city where for 22
The exhibition is very diversified
years he was one of the custodians Baptist Church, a deaebness of the
of the Rockland Post Office, retir church and treasurer of the com- in the techniques employed and in
the selection of the subject matter.
ing in 1952 when he reached the age munion fund.
Funeral services will be held As the artist represented are known
Photo by Shear of 70. His friendly, industrious and
The three top officers ol the Keystone ( hapter of the Royal Arch .Masons accept the gavel Satur
Johnnie Hart of Camden and Gil day night in Camden Ironi the installing officer. Harold W. Kelley of Belfast, left. The officers from sec ever accommodating nature gained Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the nationally and travel extensively,
First Baptist Church with Rev. one will find familiar scenes and
bert Knight of Lincolnville.
ond left to right are: High Priest William A. Bartlett. King Edward G. Dangler and Scribe Harry (olfin. him a host of friends during his
Roy I. Bohanan officiating. Inter- compositions which may well have
long service at the Post Office.
CAMDEN
The Camden-Rockport Chamber
William A Bartlett of Rockport Dangler of Camden, king; Harry Hardin of Camden, royal arch
His last employment was with ment will be in Achorn Cemetery, been taken from coastal or interior
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
of Commerce Dues Day will be
was installed as high priest of the Coffin of Glen Cove scribe; Hal captain; Malcolm H. Brewer of The Courier-Gazette staff, which he
Friends may call at Burpee Fun- Maine,
Correspondent
| held Wednesday.
Camden, chaplain: Stephen G.
Telephone CEdar 6-2107
eral Home until Wednesday mornAmong the artists represented are
A new 4-H Club was organized Keystone Chapter of the Royal oid J. Wilson of Camden, treasur Lawton, Jr., of Rockport, master joined in late 1952 and here again
ing.
Ruth Starr Rose, known for her
his
skill
as
a
machinist
stood
him
er;
Harold
L.
Ames
of
Camden,
Friday afternoon at the home of Arch Masons Saturday night at the
of the third veil; Robert McIntosh
-------------------, series cf lithographs and aeriaMaiden Cliff Rebekah Ledge Mrs. Marjorie Trout, with the Masonic Temple in Camden by secretary; and Neil M. Peabody of Rockport, master of the second in good stead until he was forced to
EDWAKI) DUNN
graphs on Mexican and Negro
retire by ill health.
will hold their regular meeting on name of the Brookside 4-H Club. Harold W Kelley of Belfast, past of Camden, captain of the hosts.
veil; Charles Dailey of Camden,
Chief Boatswain Mate Edward themes; Leonard Pytlak, one of the
Deceased was married in young
Wednesday evening at the IOOF with Mrs. Lucinda Waterman and scribe of the Grand Council.
John L. Fenwick of Camden, master of the first veil; and Ken
manhood to Mabel Rackliff of South Dunn. U. S. C. G. (Ret.). 59. died founders of the National Seriagraph
hall at 7.30 p m. Following the Mrs. Winnifred Drink*vater asAlso installed were: Edward G. principal sojourner; Daniel W. neth Dean of Camden, sentinel.
Thomaston who survives him to- suddenly at his home at 15 Berke- Society; Louis Lozowick, whose
meeting a Scotch Auction will be listing with organizing. The fol---- gether with a son. Meile Lawrence ley stieet, Rockland, Sunday.
prints have been extensively exhibihcld and the proceeds will go to lowing leaders and officers were
Thursday evening were Miss Avis of Rockland.
Richardson of Rockland. Also surHe was born July 30. 1898. the ted both in Europe 'and United
ward the Polio benefi’
Member? appointed. Mrs. Marjorie Trout
Maloney and Mrs. Mildred Star
E. A Starrett Auxiliary Sons of viving is one brother. John M. son of John and Mary Cantwell States; Carolyn Keskulla, acting
are asked to bring articles for the ' leader assisted by Mrs. Marjorie WARREN
rett.
Union Veterans will have installa- Richardson of Rockland, and a Dunn. He was a veteran of Navy president of the Associated Artists
auction.
11 ey The junior assistant lead
The Farmer’s Mutual Fire In- tion Wednesday afternoon
MISS DORIS HYLER
Mis. nephew. Gordon Abbott Richardson service during World War I and of New Jersey; Edna Perking, for
Correspondent
Miss Evelyn Thompson. Mrs ( er will be Miss Leona Gibbs. The
surance Company met Saturday Golda Hall, department president of Stonington. Deceased was long retired from the Coast Guard in many years a resident of Jersey
.
eiephone
CRestwood
4-2421
office
Judith
Madeline Walker, Mrs. Thelma officers are: president
afternoon in the club room of the of Camden wili be the installing a member of Pleasant Valley 1046.
City, who has recently made her
Janice Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home K of P Hall for the annual meet- officer.
Young and Mis. Ruth Miller of Kelley; vice president
Noon dinner will be Grange
Surviving is a brother, Jeremiah permanent home in Kennebunk;
Bath left Sunday for a two week Mank; secretary. Sharon Morong;
Officers elected were presi- served by Miss Ida Stevens. Mrs.
Funeral services will be held Dunn of Greenville, R. I.
Grant Reynard, who paints in oil
{ treasurer. Earlene Deane; reWarren Lodge of Odd Fellows dent, A V. McIntyre; vice presi- Louella Crockett and
vacation trip to Florida.
Miss La- Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from the
Funeral services will be held and watercolor as well as being an
The Laymen's Fellowship of the i port'-r. Alice Trout Flag Bearers have
invited
Mystic Rebekah dent. Virgil Hills; secretary and Verne Young.
Russell Funeral Home with Rev. Wednesday at 9 a. m. in Provi- etcher and lithographer. His works
Chestnut Street Baptist Churn? Linda Bowen and Nancy Gup*:’’ Lodge to a lobster stew supper at f treasurer Harold Weaver. Trust
Mrs. Curtis C Busby and Miss Merle S. Conant of the Pratt Memo- dence, R. I. Interment will be in are represented in the Fogg Muwill hold their regular meeting at cheerleaders
Molly
Anderson, 6.30 Friday evening at the hall.
ees. A V. McIntyre, Harold Boggs. Judith Weston attended a shower rjaj Methodist Chuich officiating.
Mt. St. Mary Cemetery in Paw- seum, the Addison Gallery and
the church on Wednesday Jan
oria Grinnell and Linda Hi1
Interment will be the family lot tucket, R. I.
other nationally known museums;
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore, Jr., Maurice Davis. Cilfford Overlock, honoring Mr?. Paul Redonnett of
Miles Leach, George Starrett and Newcastle at the home of Mrs.
22. S-• •
The t
gea View Cemetery.
{
-------------------Lee Townsend who is well known
have returned to Nashua. N H
p. m. Sp-ak‘.
1
R
Nancy Ke ey u I C i
Adney
Peck. Jr.
Nobleboro.
The shades of The Courier-Ga- COL. RALPH W. BROUN
for his drawings and paintings of
where they now reside, after Virgil Hills.
Green of Rockland. Commissione’ Membership and preset card? spending the weekend with Mr.
Mrs. Lillian Shaw is now with Thursday evening.
zette office will be drawn during
Colonel Ralph W. Brown. Maine animals; Lugi Rist, nationally
of Sea and Shore Fisheries
were given cut to bp f•'led m an i and Mrs. Earl Moore. Sr.
her daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
Following the Fellowship Supper the funeral in respect to a well National Guard (Ret) died at the known for his technique in the anat the Montgomery Rooms Thurs liked former member of the staff.
and Mrs. Parker McKellar.
The third po'io clinic, sponsorer presented at the next imrtn
U. S. Veterans Hospital in Rut- cient Oriental manner of printing
At the annual meeting of the
day evening. Mrs. Bertha Drewett
by 81. Thomas Cl
•
it th home of
land Heights, Mass . Sunday at multicolor wood blocks; Minna
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
A.
Weeks
Mystery Circle held at the Odd
showed colored slides of the Cali LILLIAN MABEL LAWRY
held Thursday Jan 23 at 8 30 p Mrs. Trout on F: ! y\ Jan. 24
the age of 75.
i Citron, painter, mural painter and
Fellows Hall Thursday evening, of South Harpswell called here by fornia trip the previous summer of
! Refreshments of brown? s ^nd
Mrs. Lillian Mabel Lawry, 73,
A native of Rock’and he enter, d graphic artist. Her murals may be
m. at the Parish Hous*
officers were elected as follows: the death of Willard O Boggs, Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Swetnam.
died Jan. 19 in Vinalhaven.
( punch were enjoyed by th group
military service in 1917 a* th.- found in Manchester. Tenn., and are
The Ladies Cirdli
: (
President. Mrs Marion Manner; were th* guests of Mr. and Mrg. The WOW 4-H boys met at the
She was born in Vinalhaven, Jan. age of 35 at Bangor as a membt r of the T V.A ; Riva Helford, a very
gregationa! Church will meet a’ F?e> nolds-Innix Nuptial*
vie* president, Mrs. Athleen Da Parker McKellar.
home of Mrs. Miles Leach and 25. 1884, the daughter of George
the Parish Hou.- • on A'• dnesday •:
the 1st Maine Heavy Field Ar accomplished artist in color lithoRelatives attending the funeral
mon. secretary and treasurer
Mias Jessie Innis of I .m - rc
I worked on their project which is and Fannie Richards Mandel. She tillery, becoming a battalion ser grophy and seriagraphs.
19 a. m
the
late
Willard
O
Boggs
were
of
?trref Camden, became the bride Mr? Edna Moore; penny collector.
j name signs for the roads. Joel was the widow of Burton Lawry
geant major. During the years
Steven Ha it son of Mr. a*1^
Alice Gray.
Mrs. Anna Wendall Boggs of Saugus. Mass., Moore served refreshments. The
of Kenneth Reynolds of Camden Mrs
of World War 1. he also served
Mrs. John Hart, cei brated hi
Mr and Mrs John Boggs of Marl
Starrett
and
Mrs.
Mildred
StarSaturday afternoon. Jan. 18 The
next meeting will be at Joel under the direction of Mrs. Rob
seventh birthday by • -nt rtaining
with the 56th and 61st Pioneer
boro. Mass. Mr. and Mrs William
ceremony was performed
by 1 rett were honored members and
Moore’s house with Merrill How ert E. Clark, will be opening Jan.
Infantry, being discharged in
Morrisson of Salmon Falls, Rev.
a group of friends at his horn* re
Charles Dwinal. J. P. Mr. and j each received a gift. This is a
ard helping.
27. in her home, the Nazarene January of 1919.
cently. Homp movies w» re shown
new series the club has for 1958. Richard Morrisson of Manchester,
Mrs. Reynolds will reside at 16
The Button Club will meet in parsonage. The sessions will be
of
Following the war, he was en
I The next meeting will be Jan. 30 i N. H
Edwin Boggs. Jr
and the prizp for th- gum drop
Union at the Masonic Hall. Satur held Monday through Friday from
Limerock street
gaged in the cigar manufacturing ' WW WW W W WWWW WWW
at th. hall with Mr? Alice Gray Rochester N. H, and Mr. and
hunt was won by William Leonard
day. Jan. 25. with Mrs. Elsie Wal 9 to 11.45 a. m. Activities in
business and became affiliated
Refreshments of individual bir*h
You’ll find that It is a lot easier I and Mrs. Rena fltevena aa toeteee-1 Mrs Harold A Wecka oi South lace and Mrs. Ariel Leonard as
PUBLIC PARTY
play, music and handwork will be with the Maine National Guard.
Th« birthdays of Mrs. Anna Harpswell. Family friends were
day cup cakes and if »• rrmra w»-rr to be critical han it is to nr et '5
hostesses.
a part of their adventures in He was commanding officer of
Starrett and Mrs. Corrine Pei kin? Mr .and Mrs. George Eaton of
served.
Invited
uu- sts
re: the critical.
Miss Doris Hyler. as secretary,
COMMUNITY BUILDING
learning.
Mrs. Clark has had Battery E 240th Coast Artillery
____________
will
ob.«-ived with a caid ar.d Neweastle, Mi? Carrie w.
Sharon Hail. Cynthia Be .v Wi
represented the Maine Association
three years experience teaching Maine National Guard at Rock
Hostesses Tenants Harbor and Frank Lineken
liam Leonard
r*v:r’
T*v.or Advertise in The Courier-Gazette ' handkerchief shower.
of Ladies’ Auxiliaries P.M. IOOF
Every
in Massachusetts, with part cf land and later served several
i at the funeral in Rockland Saturthat time working in Nursery ar.d years as a major commanding
’ day afternoon of the late Mrs.
Kindergarten classes.
Wednesday Night
the 2d Battalion of the regiment.
Susie D. Davis. Mrs. Davis was
Mrs. Thelma Lonn entertains the
He
was
for
several
years
a
; a charter member and past presi7:30 P. M.
Auxiliary Tuesday evening.
men*»’er
of the wardens force
1 dent of Auxiliary to Canton LafayKNOX COUNTY
Vivian Hannon has gone to South of the Inland Fish & Game De
j ette of Rockland.
FISH AND GAME ASSN.
Windham for a visit with Mr. and partment and was at one time at
Mrs. Forest Young.
the State Game Farm in the
'••••••••••••••••••••Mi
Marcia Rebekah Circle meets for '
the day Thursday with Mrs. Nina
UNION
1
Fuller and Mis. Martha Fuller.
I
ENDS
XRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOI
The Tri-County Button Club meets
Corre»pondent
Saturday. January 25. at the Ma
Tel. STate 5-2333
SATURDAY
sonic Hall. Mrs. Clarence Leonard
and Mrs. Chester Wallace are co
Th, Chip n Dale Kindergarten, hostesses. The Order of Eastern
Star Circle will serve a luncheon.
Mrs. Ralph Jones of Bangor will
Williams-Brazier be guest speaker.
Mrs. Leattice Burns was honored
at a surprise birthday part}' at the
Post
/• n
Orient Chapter Friday evening duiNo. 37
ing the refreshment hour.
Mrs. z
Burns was remembered by gifts >
v
»
NEW LEGION HALL
and cards.
>
Wadsworth and Main Sts.
[ Seven Tree Grange meets Wed
CiNnwAScope
nesday evening.
Public Party
1 Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wallace
J and family of Wraldoboro visited
TIME OF SHOWS:
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Weekdaya: Matinee 1.30 — Evenings 6.15 - 8.52
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
40-T-tf(
Saturday, Cont. 1.004.37-6.20-8.55. Sunday, Cont. 1.65-5.37-8.36
, Wallace. ‘

More Advanced

than the best of the Low-Price 3—for

A

PRICES FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT
Matinee 00c, Evening 81.25. Children At All Times, 26?

5-10

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
6.30 — 7.45
LaMt Feature: 9.10

| Parents may be shocked but

YOUTH Will UNDERSTAND!

Money.

for the important
. things in your life
»25-»SO-»1OO
•200 V™ *1500

and

Ott Ifmet, fja/ne.

The industry's hottest engineering team loaded

of-Steel safety body. And not one of the low-price

the Golden Jubilee Chieftain with the boldest new

three comes close to the jeweled-action response of

ideas

Aero-Frame

Pontiac’s Tempest 395 performance: So why buy a

stability . .. Quadra-Poise roadability ... Circles-
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE — EFFECTIVE

FO* SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
AdverttoemenU la thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for M cento, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cento
fer each line, half price each additional time ased. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! AD “blind ads" ao called, I.
advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to Tbe Cosrler-Gasette office
for handlinc, cost tt cento additional.
A name shonld appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
AIX CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash aad no bookheepinc will be maintained for these ads.
AIX MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courler-Oasetto. Count the Words—Five to a

EXECUTIVE S HOME In Camden
for sale, with view of Penobscot
Bay. Beautiful large rooms, fire
place, hot water heat. oil. 4 bed
rooms. Cemented basement, ga
rage. SECURITY REAL ESTATE
CO.. Dorothy Dietz, Elm Street.
Camden. across from Village
Green. Tel. CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3240.
Mt

HOME in Lincolnville for sale,
with a gorgeous view of Penobscot
Bay. Landscaped grounds. House
in excellent condition and all mod
ern convenitr--s. including sun
porch, l'x baths, and 2 fireplaces
2-car garage ALLEN INSURANCE
AGENCY, David H. Montgomery.
Pres.. Tel CEdar 6-2296
9-lt
OOTTAGE LOTS ON SALT WATER
$700 to $900
for sale by
THE MAUVE WAY
WALDOBORO MAINE
7-9
FOB SALE

OFFICE GIRL

WANTED
Excellent working conditions.
Paid vacations - hospitalization,
insurance, profit sharing. 10
hour work week. Applicants
must have offire experience or
business school training.
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE
SEARS ROEBUCK A CO.,
8-10
DONATIONS wanted: Metal eye
glasses false teeth unwonted or
damaged old gold and silver
Jewelry, club pins, watches, chains
rings. For church repairs. Mail
to PALISADE AVENUE CHURCH
2310 Palisade Avenue. Weehawken
New Jersey. We will refund post
age.
140*11

WE BUT Scrap hoi, Metals.
Beautifully
Decorated
Seven
Room House with three bed- Raes aad Batterlea.
MORRIS GORDON and SON
rooena and new modem bath
RorUaad
room in colored tile. New forced Lelaad HtrM*
’ante
hot air heating plant. Laundry in
cellar 2 car garage connected with
house. 5 minutes walk to center ot
Camden. Near schools and on bits
line FRANK CARROLL. 18 Trim
Street Camden. Tel CEdar 6-3201
Shown by appointment only .
5-«f
R I B5I
CilO-SE
E NIMN
♦ Slf »4
RiCjEiTlbl

Cousens* Realty
^Cnttages.. Lota aad DwrlMaa
1
179 MAVERICK STREET

Tsl. 1538 or 1625

X

The Philip Crabtree family of
Rockport
visited
the
Donald
Pushaw and Bowley families Sun
day.

Mrs. Emily Pushaw will be with
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw and
Miss Lucretia Pushaw with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Pushaw for the remain
der of the winter.

Mrs. Margaret Carver visited
Leslie Heath Munday night at the
Veterans’ Hospital in Togus.

Sunshine Skyway
St. Petersburg, Fla.
A thrilling trip to sea. by car,
a waits the motorist on the wide
c i’.i.-eways and bridges of 15m;le Sunshine Skyway across
Lover Tampa Bay. The center
?oan. 150 feet above the water,
offers a bird's-eye view of sky
and ocean. At either end are
areas for bathing and picnick
ing. Miles of walkways
aiong the Skyway are a
fisherman's para

dise.

You can visit the bottom of
t'-.c ocean without even getting
;. --.ir feet wet at Marine Studios,
.Marineland, flonda, about 50
miles south of Jacksonville.
Hr e the drama of the sea. with
thousands of fish and turtles as
actors, can be seen through
glass portholes in giant •'ocean
arium" tanks. For the thou
sand s'-of visitors, feeding
time nt Porpoise Stadium is .
always a highlight.
'

Friendship
HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954

Tip For Florida-Bound
Upside-Doivn Road Map
Driving from North to South,
motorists often turn standard
road maps upside down. Right
and left turns are simpler; near
by cities and towns, easier to
locate. But it's hard to read the
printing. Now, for Florida vaca
tioners, there's a special New
York-to-F 1 o r i d a upside-down
map by Esso Touring Service.
It's available at dealers from
i
New York., through the

Carolinas.
ed him with a very beautiful cake.
Aunt Etta surely brings out nice
homemade cakes at the age of 78
years
Those present were: Mi
and Mis. Albert Jameson. Maud
Stone. Charles Stone, Etta Thomp
son, as well as Leslie and Mellie.
Congratulations are extended to
the newly weds. Mi. and Mis. Fos
ter Jameson of Waldoboro. The
bride was Florence Neal of this
town

Mr and Mrs. Robert Wallace
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs Maynard Lammi in Camden
on Monday night.
Mr and Mrs. Carlton Simmons
were supper guests of Capt. and
Mis. Charles Collins in Boothbay
Sympathy is extended to Mr
on Saturday evening
j and Mrs. Donald Crute of Cushing
John
Dillingham
of Auburn in the loss of their daughter, Rox
spent Wednesday evening with anne Ina Crute.
Mary Jane Neubig
1 Mr. and Mrs Frank Miller and
Mis. Donald Simmons and infant Mrs. Albert Jameson attended the
daughter, Yvonne Brenda, return , funeral services of Roxanna Cruto
ed home from Knox Hospital on jin Thomaston Thursday afternoon
Thu i sdav.
. Mr. and Mis. William Dorman of
Mr and Mrs. Crosby E. Prior ' Rockland were in town Tuesday
are visiting with their daughter calling on friends.
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson.
Pulleton in East Douglas, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doe and Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman F. Baird Miller were in Waldoboro Suiday
and Mrs. Carl Fales were in Au to attend the funeral services of
Lauriston B. Davis.
gusta on Tuesday.
Mrs. Dwight Stanley of Monhegan j Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson
has been spending several days I called Sunday on Mrs. Lulu Mank
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs at Waldoboro.
I Jim McAvoy of West Roxbury,
C. E>. Murphy.
Leslie Morton was surprised I Mass., is guest of John Matson Sr
Thursday evening with a party of
Miss Edna Matson and Marilyn
friends being the honor of his birth Pitcher attended the movies in
dav
Mis. Etta Thompson present- Rockland Friday evening.

SERVICES

FRAe INSPECTION

SEPTIC Tank and Ceaapool
ON ROUTE 1 (CAMDEN ST.)
cleaned and repaired, reasonable.
Free
eatimate. 24 hour service.
ROCKLAND
Tel ROCKLAND 8900.
122-tf
SOME CAPITAL REQUIRED
LITTLE ft HOFFSES
Excellent Opportunity for
Building Contractors
Right Man.
Tei. 178-11
CALL K(XKI_AND 1699
50 High Street. Thomaston Main*
OB CEdar 8-3211
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum
1-13
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling ft House-Builders
Free Kethnatoe
AT 81 UNION STREET: Unfurn.
Ut-tf
3 Room Apt to let. stove and
refrig.. heated. TEL. 893 days 233
Tweoty-foar Hoar Photo Serv
evpninga.
148-tf ice. Ask for It at yoar local store
UNFURN. Apt to let, 5 rooms, or at GIFFORD'S. Rockland Me
ttf
bath, furnace. Inquire 12 KNOX
STREET. Tel. 1382-M
3-tf
UNFURN. 4 rooms and bath to
MISCELLANEOUS
let. hot and cold water furn. and
garage. TEL 436-W.
142tf
WELL! WELL! WELL!
If tt !■ water ynu need write
“FIVE-Rm. Apt to let. 241 Main
St
Inquire at LAUNDERE. 235 R W DRINKWATER. Well Drill
Main. Tel. 1610____________ 142tf ing CJontmrtor, P O. Box 135.
Installment
"SMALL Renter4 rooms at 57 Camden. Tel. 2798.
Gleason Street. Thomaston, water plan alan aralltblc, no down pay
and flush, all newly renovated, can ment aecettary. Member of New
be heated with one stove, large England and National Aseoclation.
garden spot, can be seen by ca'iing
1-tf
on premises, rent payable in ad
n.Y* Norttirext Alrliaea, eeaaeevance, and references required. ttnau
made
for
all
line.
Apply to HAROLD B KALER, G(PPORD‘8. Eneklaad. Me. 98-tf
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
112-tf CESSPOOLS ANO SIFTK TANKS
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let. Clesuied, repaired and installed
cleaning
equipment.
free lights and water, 2 to 4 j Automatic
i rooms, heated and unheated, $7
ito $10 week.
V. F.

Miami. Fla.
Thousands of coconut palms
sway in the breezes, and gentle
waves lap the golden sands,
suggesting pleasures cf a South
Sea isle. Yet Crandon Park is
just a few miles via the Rickenbacker Causeway from Miami's
towering skyline. Caba. as, pic
nic grounds and free narking
for 6 500 cars help m; xe this
one of our countr 's out*
standing public pa ks.

-?.fr

3-tf
IN< OME TAX ASSISTANCE
A E AMES
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt with full
formerly
bath and shower to let. Cont. HAC
Depute
Collectoi
Interrvii Revenue
water, near shopping district. TEL.
Tel. Union STate 5-2664
1838
157-tf,
6'11
MODERN Studio Apt.” *to let.
PAINTING CONTRACTOR
Heated, kitchenette, elec, stove and
Inside or Outside
refrig., tub and shower, all utili
Work Guaranteed
ties otr separate th< rmostat. TEL.
Chimneys Cleaned
"»2 or 1755
152-tf
ALBERT BROWN
UNFURNISHED 3 Room Apt.
7 Cottage Street
with bath to let. Hot and cold wa
Tel 451-R
ter furnished. Adults. TEL 1624-R.
2-tf
4-tf
WILL GO anywhere:
For inside or outside painting
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
BRIDGES, JR. The beat of work
For Loom:
fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland
1624-R
39-tf
Modern

2 Bay Texaco Station

Crandon Park,

•-TV'

Marine Studios
Marineland, Florida

Inspection

and

eattmatee.
locally

ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

a

Mrs. Esther McFarland and son
Roscoe of Camden spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins.

USED Oil Ranges for (ale, white
FURN Apt to let
Attractive,
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON OO., inside and out, al! work positively reasonable, will accommodate one
or
two
adult*.
Central
TEL.
1620.
Tol UlO
143-tt guaranteed. Will furnish materia;

REAL ESTATE

NORTH HAVEN

JOSIE ROBBENS
Correspondent

LOST AND FOUND
™■■

2x12 LINOLEUMS for eale, reg Work accepted Warren to Camden
VAN E. RUS
alar 810 95 for $6.95
NORTH Estimates free.
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. SELL. Phone 676-M, Post Office
73-tt
Rnx
701
Rockland
Thomaston.
1-tf
MASON
work
wanted,
chimneys
PIPE FOB SALE
cellar floors, block
Blaca and galvanized. AU alzee fireplaces,
low prices. BICXNELL MFG. OO.. foundations, also asphalt roofs
Lime Street.
1-tf and general carpentering. AL
FRED NICKLES. Mason, Te
969-M. P. O. Box 493.
23-tf

Could You See Them In Time To Stop?

South Hope

Mrs. Josie Robbins visited her
daughter. Mrs. Charlotte Frost, at
MONARCH Comb. Oil and Elec.
WHITE Dory with buff color in Lincolnville Tuesday.
Range for sale. RUSSELL SMITH, side lost from McGee Island| Mrs. Margaret Bowley was a din
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 4-2411.
Thursday morning. If seen notify ner guest of her sister, Mrs. Jennie
_____________________________9*11 WILLIAM ERICKSON. St. George.
Tel. Tenants Harbor 42-11
8*10 Payson, at East Union and an after
TAIN Kitchen Range with oil burn
noon visitor of Mrs. Barbara Kim
GERMAN Shepherd Male Dog
er for sale, including constant level
valve and tank. Tel. THOMASTON lost from St. George Rpad Thom ball at Hope Tuesday.
95-2.___
________ 9-11 aston. Tan with dark face. Tel
Mrs. Edith Willis spent several
THOMASTON 94-21. Reward. 8*10 days this week with Mr. and Mrs.
TWO White Nylon Uniforms for
WRISTh Wat-ch lost vieinitv Main Hairy Pushaw.
sale, size 14, worn once. Call at 153
MAIN STREET Thomaston. 9*11 Street. HAZEL CHAMBERS Tel.,
A telephone ha3 been installed at
866.
7-9
CARTOP Boat and Small Horse
the home of Everett Holbrook.
power Motor for sale. Excellent
The Red Cross met with Mrs.
cond. TEL. 912-M after 4 p. m.
EGGS & CHICKS Dorothy
Childs Friday. In the after
____ __________________________ 9*11
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK PUL noon they gave a stork shower for
COMPLETE Motion Picture Out
fit for sale. 16 mm., including cam LETS — Rugged health, low mor Mrs. Barbara Holbrook.
era. sound projector, screens, re tality and high flock averages make
corder, light meter. An unusual them favorites for commercial egg Grange Installs
bargain made available by death production. Maine - U. S. Approved
The following officers of South
of owner. Also, trailer hitch with Pullorum Clean. Also Leghorn Pul Hope Grange were installed Jan
and Golden
electric hand brake. Tel. ROCK let Chicks. Reds
LAND 441-M
9*11 Crosses for eggs — White Rocks for uary 8 by Earl Toiman and aides:
TWO Pair of Boys' Hockey Skates meat ar.d hatching eggs. Write Alfred Luce, master; John Crab
CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC.. Route tree overseer; Mildied Berry, lec
for sale, size 7 and 9. TEL. 300.
33, Winterport, Maine.
<B>
____
____ 9-11
turer; Vein Berry, steward.
1956 Two Bedroom House Trailer
Assistant steward. William Ben
for sale has auto, washer. TEL.
WANTED
nett: secretary. Lucy Bowley’;
203 after 5 p. m.
8*1,1
HOMEMAKERS: Cash in on the treasurer. Barbara Holbrook: gate
~1950 PLYMOUTH Two Door Deluxe Sedan for sale. Good condi great demand for TV advertised keeper. Lyman Merrifield; Ceres.
tion, reasonable.
TEL. 1937-W. AVON Cosmetics and Gifts. RIGHT Bertha Luce: Pomona. Dorothy
__
_______________________ 8-10 NCW’ representatives are serving Bennett; Flora. Marion Merrifield;
early gift shoppers.
Inquire for
40 FT. Great Lakes Trailer for available territories. Contact lady assistant steward, Lois Swett;
sale.
Contact SAM COLLINS. FRANCIS H. FIDES, Bowdoinham. executive committee for three
Tel. 130.
8-10 Tel MOhawk 6-2939
9-11 years. Harry Merrifield.
Ben Hur Freezer for sale, used
The chaplain. Mrs. Doris Merri
FEMALE Help want. <1 Applv in
six months TEL. 217-M.
8-10
LIVE Bait for sale. HENRY person at LAMB'S CLEANER7’ field will be installed later. Re
9-11 freshments were served.
KONTIO. JR., 165 Main Street. 311 Main Street.
USED Guitar wanted, good cond.
Route 1, Thomaston, at south end of
Mall.
Formerly located at West Call at 153 MAIN STREET ThomIt is common enough to find
9*11
Rockport. Route 90.
7*9 I aston. after 6 p. m.
fault--if you wish to be original
TWO Chests of drawers foi sale;
LIGHT Housekeeping and Cook lose it.
also, dining room taible, refinished. ing wanted. Live in. TEL. 1147-J
Clarion wood stove. 36 OLD COUN
8*10
TY ROAD. Teh_1894.
7-9
SAWS wanted to file.
FRED
TO LET
EIGHT Pit (e Painted Bedroom ROBINSON c o Jack Cushman,
Set Coi sale. Excellent cond. $50. Pori Clyd.
FIVE Rm Unfurn Apt. with bath
8 10
ALICE FERNALD. Te’. 986-W. 7*9 1 —GENERATOR DC Battery to let. 2nd floor priv. entrance, watei
furnished. $7 per week. 172
BABY Parakeets. Cages, Stands, Charger wanted 125 volt. 1500 to
Toys for sale. Also, complete line 3500 vats Write to or not fv S M CAMDEN STREET. Tel. 758-J.
_______ 9*11
of bird foods for ’keels, canaries, STANLEY Monhegan Maine.
cockatie’.s. love birds, parrots and ___________
BUILDING 50 x 80 for rent.
8-13
finches. FORE9T VIEW AVIARIES.
PART-TIME Office Worker want Write P. O BOX 113, Rockland
9 Booker Street. Thomaston. Maine, ed—typing, filing, some datat.cn
810
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop., Phone 374. Write REM. co Th. OourierHOUSE of Six Rms. with bath
_____________
7-tf ; Gazette.
7-9 to let on 7 High Street in Rock
USED Easy Washer for sale. I "HOUSEKEEPER foi Eidi rly Wo- land
CALL CRestwood 4-2sl0
TEL. 1510.
6-tf man wanted.
8*10
11 MASONIC ST.. after 6 p. m.
SPECIAL
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let,
[Tel. 173-R.
7-t:
Aluminum Combination Windows
PRACTICAL Nurse want- d. 7 t • 3 second floor, oil heat. Adults only.
Extruded welded comers (Alcoa shift. Reiferenccs Write to P. N., 45 TALBOT AVENUE.
8*10
Aluminum). KENNISTON BROS., c/o Thi- Ceurier-Gazi tt
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let.
5-10
Call Rockland 1430-W’. Crestwood
LOBSTERS
WANTED.
TOP Inquiie 16 LAWN AVENUE. Tel.
4-2686 or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf
7-9
PRICES
PAID
FOR
GOOD 921-W.
“PRIVATE Party offers 1566 STOCK.
HEATED, Unfurnished 4 Room
REGAL LOBSTER CO.
Dodge V-8 half ton pickup for sale, PHONE ROCKLAND 1705.
' •'
”T,ma
116-tf * ne. w
LWB. less than 20.000 miles, excel
9‘11
DON’T Discard Your Old oi Phone ROCKLAND 1148-J.
lent rubber. May be seen at
FIvE Ro. m and Bath Apt. to let.
ELLERY NELSON GARAGE. Rt Antique Furniture. Call H JOHN
1, Rockiand. Price $985.
1-tf NEWMAN for restoring and re- 2 small child.! en acceptable. Call
finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel at 89A PARK STREET, upstairs.
Gomplete Stock of
__________________ 7-9
1106-M
1-tf
GAS AND ARC
TOUR Room Apt. with bath to
WELDING SUPPLIES
let at 17 Main Street. Thomaston;
Morris Gordon A Son
Clayt Bitler
also. 3 rm. apt. with bath, partly
55-tf
heated. 608 Main Street. City. TEL.
GOOD USED CARS
10314R
5-tf
Wants Ta Sm You About
We finance our own cars. No
P'OUR Rm Apt. with bath to !»*t.
nnance or Interest charge. MUN
heated, hot water; also. 2 furn.
Goodyear Tires
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
rooms and flush. 34 FULTON
Main Street.
16-tf
135-tf STREET, Tel. 1379-R
5-tf

FOR SALE

Page Seven

60th Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Murphy
celebrated their 60th wedding anni
versary Tuesday January 14. Sev
eral friends calling in the after
noon wishing them many more
happy years.
In the evening relatives got to
gether and spent a most pleasant
evening. Cake and ice cream were
served.
Those present were: Mrs. Helen
Smith. Mrs. Helen Grotten of Ban
gor. Mr. and Mrs. J W. McCaus
land of Augusta; Maud Stone,
Charles Stone, and Beatrice Vose
of Pleasant Point; Mr. and Mrs.
Emery Philbrook of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie of
Warren: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jame
son. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jame
son Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jameson
and son Bruce, and Mr. and Mrs.
Elden Cook all of Friendship.
Dr. Luther Bickmore. and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Bickmore of Rock
land; Mis. Freda Stanley of Mon
hegan; Mr. and Mrs. George Soule
of Waldoboro; and Mr. and Mrs.
Myron Neal and Miss Jaswir.

Mrs. Nellie P. Webster has been
the guest the past week of
Mr and Mrs. Elisha Brown in
Vinalhaven. returning on Mon
day.
Ray Trimble of Dover, N. H..
and Howard Johnson have been
recently at William Hurd’s on
business.
Phyllis Whittington and daugh
ter. Linda Lou. of Vinalhaven
have been recent guests of her
sister and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Sprague.
Capt. Wilfred Mills has been a
.short time guest at the home of
h;s parents. Mr. and Mrs Merle
Mills. Wilfred and his family, of
his wife and two children, who
have been stationed in Atwater.
Calif., have been transferred.
Mrs Bill Hurd (Corice Gillis)
attended the Island Health Coun
cil in Vinalhaven on Thursday
evening.
The Wayside Service Station
crew has just completed an air
compressor for the Vinalhaven
Light & Power Co. This com
pressor was built of parts from a
Model A Ford plus parts ordered
from Kentucky. About 20 years
ago. Frank Sampson and crew
built a similar comp! lessor for
the town of North Haven which is
still in very good operating con
dition.
"Again the weather"—Monday.
Jan. 13. was a wonderful “wa’h”
day Tuesday 24 deg., mild and
overcast: and from Tuesday night
until Sunday morning, snow or
rain will answer very well, as it
was one or the other almost con
tinually. yet no snow wa.* left on
the ground to Sunday afternoon.
Sunday morn in it was in the ’ow
20’s and again Sunday night; yet
all are most gra*«ful the "rain,"
was not “snow" or North Haven
might be snowed under.
The
young people are anxious for ice
to skate on. so maybe, they ord
ered colder weather.
Mrs Doris Youngquist *pent
Tuesday in Vinalhaven with her
mother. Mi
and Mrs. Verna rd
Warren, and on Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. William Hurd son Wil
liam Guy. Jr. and her mother,
Mrs. Mellie Gillis were in Vinal
haven. Sarah Ellen was again
guest of her aunt Elsie. Mrs Fos
ter Morrison for the afternoon.
Some of the homes ware with
out electricity on Thursday night
and Friday morning, due to a
h'own transformer near the horn*
of Lloyd Whitmore on Upper
Main street.

Study of Bible and MiftftionM Clans

The Woman's Bible and Mis
sions Sudy Class of which Mrs
Julia Beverage is teacher, met
on Friday in the Memorial Rcom
of the church with 10 members
present. A letter was read from
Rev. John M. Beverage of Gua
temala and one from the H O P E
Mission conceining Mrs. Blanche
Crockett Harkinson's work with
them.
It was voted to have a Father
and Son banquet m the near fu
ture. after which pictures wil! be
rhown for the public. Refresh
ments were served with Mrs. Alta
Burgess and Mrs. Orilla Sampson
hostesses.
The next meeting will be held
Feb 21 in the Memorial Room
and all women of the community
are invited, at which time they
will study the fifth chapter ot
John with Mrs. Julia Beverage as
leader. Mrs. Julia Beverage and
Mrs. Orilla Sampson will be the
hostesses.
On Sunday morning there were
Murphy of the village
Their son. Everett Murphy, and
wife were unable to attend on ac
count of illness.
Mr. McCausland read a poem of
theii 60 years of married life writ
ten by a friend in New Harbor.
A collection of money was taken
and presented to them by Dr. Bick
more The Advent Christian Church
remembered them with beautiful
flowers as well as several nice gifts
from friends.
Wishes are extended the Murphys
many more happy years.

2249
’58 SILVER
At.AAA

• Sports-»r fun
• Room for t family
Styling from the Continent
• S powo> combinations
• Best buy offered by any
manufacturer
• Twin Traction available
• Guest-test one.. .k
with the family!

AFTER
dark

POORLY AIMED HEADLIGHTS make night driving even more
dangerous for yourself and young pedestrians like these. Because
the headlights on half the nation's cars have been jarred out of
aim by normal traffic bumps and rough roads. General Motors
and its dealers are spearheading a national “Aim to Live” safety
campaign. They urge headlights be checked for aim twice a year.
It’s worth the few extra minutes — three times as many fatal
accidents happen at night as during the day.

83 present in the Sunday School.
Rev. Mr. Merriam was again
present at the morning worship
and preached on "Man’s Great
ness. as he was made in the
image of God; yet not sufficient
in himself."
Forget Not the
Lord Thy God. as no man can
save himself, only God. through
Jesus Christ our Lord;’’ thus
"He" expects "Us" to be better
and do "better" The choir sang
"The Secret Place" by Martens
with Mrs. Florence Brown Smith
as soloist: and "'Tis Sweet To
Know" by Landon, with response
and Recessional by West.
In the evening Mr. Merriam
preached and Mrs. Orilla Samp
son and Mrs. Maud Simpson sang
two duets.

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Miss Eda Lawry and her nurse.
Miss Watts, called or. Mis. Clayton
Oliver Saturday afternoon.
Philip Gray of Friendship Har
bor called on Mr. and Mis. Ken
neth Winchenbach Sunday.
Mrs. Chester Brown and three
children, who have been to Boston
and W’est Roxbury. Mass
have
returned home.
Mrs. George Bangs (Patricia
Cook’ of Waldoboro was guest of
her parents one day recently, Mr.
and Mrs. Elden Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pottle and
Mrs. Willit Wotton were in Waldo
boro Sunday where they dined at
the Med-O-Mak Inn.
Robert Spence is seriously ill at
the home of his daughter Mis.
Irvin Simmons
Mr and Mrs. Adrien Butler and
son David were guests of his moth
er. Mrs. Madeline Ripley, ir. Appleton Sunday
Mr. and Mrs Willis Thompson of
Thomaston called on Mrs. Clayton
Oliver Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coilamore.
Mrs Annie Delano and Mrs. Alice
Carter were in Waterville one day
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pottle were
in Thomaston Friday
Mrs. Willie Wotton was in Rock
land Wednesday or. business
Mi and Mrs. Willie Pottle. Mrs
Kenneth W’inchenbach. Mrs Jane
Carter Murphy and daughter. Miss
Rosa Carter, were in Thomaston
and Rockland Saturday
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland. who
is employed at the home of Dr
Luce Fuller ia Rockland, spent the
weekend at her home here.

More On The
Waldoboro-Liberty
Stagecoach
The ancient vehicle pictured in

The Courier-Gazette of Saturday,
Jan. 11. was owned and driven by

late Robert C Moore3 of
Washington Mills and not by

the

Rufus as I erroneously reported.
I

was in error.

Rufus and

There was

he was a

who as I have been told had been

a stage driver.
Arthur Pease of Thomaston first
told me of my mistake and di

rected

me to John Burgess of

.Main

street.

Thomaston,

who

knew "Bob" Moores well when he
♦as a grey-bearded man and Bur

gess was a boy.
According to Mr. Burgess Bob
Moores was quite a horse trader
and preferred to use "kickers,"
believing that vicious horses were
tougher.
There was a Harvey Moores
too. who drove the stage and who
died a few years ago.
The leather covered, brass stud
ded trunks were put on the stage
by the late George Prescott of
Camden, when he used the stage
in a parade in Camden some
v°ars ago.
What was referred to as leather
springs
are
really
thorough
braces, built of wide leather
straps on rollers to support the
vehicle and to give it buoyancy. A
chaise was always so supported.
The one-horse shay of Oliver
Wendall Holmes had "thorough
braces, bison skin, thick and
wide."
Mr. Pease was appalled at our
ignorance but most of us never
heard of a thorough brace.
Mr. Burg-.As believes that the
stage must be 100 years old but
not much older, as it has iron
axles with nuts screwed on in
stead of wooden axles with link
pin to keep the wheels on.
Alden Winchenbach of Thom
aston was postmaster at North
Waldoboro when Bob Moore*
brought the mail by the old
stage
F. L. S. Morse.

As a rule the path that leads to
success is pretty well strewn with
♦ ho ms.
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bickmore
Waldoboro
FLORENCE C. NEAL WEDS FOSTER
and Burton Bickmore and daughter, j GLIDDEN-QUINN ENGAGEMENT
Rebecca,
left
Sunday
for
a
three
jyxialjtffltters
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glidden of class of 1956.
Engagement
JAMESON AT WALDOBORO
months; visit in Florida.
Waldoboro announce the engage
Mr. Quinn
graduated from
Mrs. Allison Wiley of Waldoboro
Mrs. Florence C. Neal of Friend and carried a cascade bouquet of
r
ment of their daughter, Gad Morse High School in Bath in 1954
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Frances to H. Allen Qqinn. son of and svas recently honorably dis is announcing the engagement of ship became the bride of Foster D. Perkins roses.
meet Thursday for a 6 o'clock sup
The best man was Thomas NewMr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Quinn of charged from service with the her daughter, Miss Diana Jean Jameson of Waldoboro in a cere
per with Mis. Lena Richardson as
i Soule, to Richard Day Levensaler, mony at 2 o’clock Wednesday after burn.
Bath.
Marine Corps.
chairman. Mrs. Ruth Thomas, the
' son of Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Leven- noon. January 15. at the home of
Assisting in serving at the re
Miss Glidden is a graduate of
No date has been set for the
newly installed president, will pre
. saler of Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Jameson ception were Mrs. Sumner Carl
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carroll
E.
Foster
There will be a Knox Theater
Waldoboro
High
School
in
the
wedding.
side at the business meeting.
Miss Soule was graduated from I of Waldoboro, son of the bride son and Mrs. Arnold Rasmussen,
Guild meeting at S p. m. Wednes of Milford. Conn., formerly of
Waldoboro
High School in the Class groom. Decorations were white both of Friendship. Peggy Duckett,
Rockland,
announce
the
marriage
day at the Legion Home. There
The Girl Scout Council and Lead
of 1957. She is employed as a : carnations and white snapdragons. daughter of the bridegroom and
will be a workshop on melodrama. of their daughter Beverly Florence, ers Association will hold a com THE DAVISES FIND SOME WILD
I Rev. David W. Bell officiated at Edna Jameson, daughter-in-law of
stenographer at Togus.
to Frederick John Hunsburger. son
bined meeting tonight at the Con
the services, and a reception fol the bridegroom, poured. The guest
Mr.
Levensaler
was
graduated
WEATHER
IN
FLORIDA
of
Mrs.
Alma
E
Kopp
of
Buffalo.
David Duncan of Vinalhaven,
gregational Church. A 6.30 supper
from Waldoboro High School in the lowed.
book was in charge of Claudia
D.D.G.M.. installed Independent N. Y. The couple were attended will be served followed by the in
Lake Worth. Fla.. Jan. 13.
are out of work with nothing to Class of 1953.
j Traditional wedding selections Jameson, granddaughter of the
He
served
three
by
Elizabeth
and
James
Bull,
sis

Lodge of Masons Jan. 20. will in
stallation of the new officers.
On Dec. 17 we left the State of eat.
years with the Marine Corps ard were played during the ceremony bridegroom.
stall officers for Rockland Lodge ter and brother-in-law of the bride
Before they could get the dam is self employed.
and at the reception.
Following the services the bridal
Maine bound for the sunny south
tonight, Tuesday; T nanta Har groom. The double ring ceremony
age cleared away, another big
Given in marriage by her brother- couple left on a wedding trip to
No date has been set for the
once
more
with
our
little
trailer
in
was
performed
in
the
Methodist
DAR
Plan
For
bor Wednesday . Thomaston Thurs
in-law, Arthur C. Barton of Arling Massachusetts and New York. The
tow.
We arrived in Daytona freeze hit the citrus crop for the wedding.
day and South Thom .ston the ?lst. Church in Mill Grove. N. Y.. by
which seriously
ton, Va., the bride chose for her bride's traveling ensemble was a
60th Anniversary
Beach on Dec. 20 with no mis second time,
Rev. John Hogan.
wedding a semi-formal navy blue navy blue dress, black Persian
haps. aside from Ernest taking damaged the orange trees.
OWLS HEAD
The MacDonald Class of the First
On Jan. 5 we rode through
Bangor will be the site of the an empty gas bottle with us. The
The Browne Club will meet at
Arthur Brown who is receiving silk crepe gown, with blue lace lamb coat and black accessories.
Baptist Church will postpone its
the Church Annex on Friday eve 1P.“8 annual conference of the first night we rented one to get miles of orange groves in Lake treatment at a Boston clinic is yoke lined with chiffon, matching
They will be at home after Feb
regular meeting scheduled for
They say much Improved and would like to accessories and carried a cascade ruary 15th in Waldoboro.
ning for a study meeting.
Mrs. Maine Society, Daughters of the supper, the next night *.ve had to Wales, all frozen.
Thursday night until Feb. 13 when
American Revolution according to wait for a gas man to come three Florida hasn’t had a winter like hear from his friends. iHis address bouquet of Talisman roses. The
Dorothy Crie will be hostess.
Mr. Jameson is a poultry farmer
it will meet at the home of Mrs.
an announcement made by Mrs. miles. He arrived at 12 o’clock this since 1890. It makes us think is 159 Acton street. Watertown, matron of honor was Mrs. Arthur in Waldoboro.
Beatrice Grant.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hopkins are Ezra B. White. Waterville, state
Out of town guests were from
and got us up with an apology. of the tough summer our lobster Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Brown are C. Barton of Arlington, sister of the
enjoying a short vacation at Fort regent of the Maine Society. DAR.
fishermen had back home in spending the winter with Mr. and bride.
Sh^ wore a semi-formal Friendship, Thomaston, Rockland,
We
were
glad
to
see
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Look. Jr., Lauderdale. Fla., and will return
The 60th anniversary of the
gown of navy blue silk shantung Waldoboro and Arlington, Va.
We stayed in Daytor.a for two Maine last year. All everyone is Mrs. Loring Strickland.
and children. Christine Sue and to their Broadway home sometime
founding of the Maine Society will days. Judging from the number talking about is the weather down
Deborah Ann. have recently re during the week.
be observed at the conference to of people we saw there from here, and the tourists are not
turned from an extended visit and
coming like they usually do.
be held at the Bangor House Mar. Maine, we decided they had tak.
business t: ip to Fort Thomas. Ken
Mrs. Elmer Bird II. will entertain
Owned and Operated by THE RINES CO., Bangor
Last Sunday Philip took us to
17. 18 and 19. Frances Dighton over Daytona. Mr. and Mr«.
tucky, where Mi
Look's parents the Nu Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Bradenton, where we called on
Williams
Chapter.
DAR.
Bangor.
Emery of Camden were among
reside.
on Thursday evening at 8 o’clock at
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young and
Mrs. Edward W. Ames, regent will the guests there.
-------her home in Owls Head. The CulMr. and Mrs. Charles Mixer of
be
hostess
chapter.
Foi
mal
ob

On Dec. 23, we went to Lake
Mrs. Harold Burgess will be host- tural program will be, ‘ Pleasure
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Will SandThat night a thunder
ess to a public coffee on Wednesday of Possession” given by Mrs. Galen servance of the 60th anniversary Worth.
i is of Massachusetts, who are in
will
be
at
the
banquet
scheduled
storm
began
and
lasted
14
hours.
morning from 9 30-11.30 at her LeGassey and “The Connoisseur”
Sarasota for the winter, have also
!
for
the
banquet
room
of
the
hotel,
The next morning we were two
home on 31 Masonic street for the by Mrs. Philip Barnes.
visited them. We went across the
March 18 at 7 p. m. Dr. Garland weary people
All the trailer
benefit of the polio fund. She will
_____
r.cv
Sunshine
Skyline
bridge
Russell
of
the
School
of
Educa

be assisted by Mrs. Carl Simmons
The WCTU will meet Friday at
parks scum to b. full, but we
and Mrs. Carl Stilphen.
2.30 at the home of Mrs. Louise In- tion of the University of Maine finally found one. We had Christ which is 15 miles long in St.
— —
graham. 25 Lindsey street. Mrs. will be the guest speaker.
mas dinner and tree with our son. Petersburg, where we visited our
The conference will have as Philip Davis and family and Mr. friends. Mr. and Mrs. Max Free
Miss Ruth Emery was hostess ' Helen Gregory will lead the worship
Saturday morning at her Limerock service while the program subject pre-conference meetings on Mon and Mrs. Donald Kenniston and man from New York. We have
street home for a coffee benefiting will be legislation. Bills before day evening. March 17 a briefing (laughter of Warren. We have heard from Mr. and Mrs. Roland
the polio fund. Miss Eva Rogers Congress which the union is in- session for the official pages of been here three w» eks and the Stimpson who are guests in
was assisting hostess. Mrs. Esther terested will be explained and dis- the society, a dinner meeting of sun has shone only a few days, Miami, but have not seen them
as yet.
j the Past Officers Club and *he but the temperature was high.
Wolfe poured while Miss Barbara cused in detail.
Bud Colson of Rockland visited
official meetings of the Executive
Morse assisted the hostesses in
-------On the second day of January.
serving
On Januar>’ 25. a record hop will Board and the Board of Manage Florida had a freak nor’easb r Knollwood groves, where he met
_____
be sponsored by the Teen Council ment of the Maine Society. DAR.
our son Philip. We haven’t seen
with steady
rain
for three
Mrs. Laura Buswell will entertain, and Key Club. Time — 7.30 to 10.
The Past Officers Club dinner straight days with winds up to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Delano of
wonderful
Coral Gables (which is about 55
the WSCS of the Methodist Church Bob Morrill, recreation director, will be held at 6 p. m. in the Eng 50 and 60 miles an hour.
It
will
spin
records.
The
proceeds
Thursday evening at 7.30 at her Tal
lish Room of the Bar.gor House washed away bathing beaches, miles below us). We are both
bot avenue home. She will be as will go to the Polio Fund.
with Mrs. Peter B. Bee^ker. Ruf- ripped up trees, smashed win • sell and happy, and send regards
to everyone from the Palms of
sisted by Miss P’iscilla Noddin and
ford. presiding.
dows. 20 boats were lost at sea.
Rockland Lady Lions will meet at
Mrs. Fern Horeyseck. Mrs. Thelma
The two boards will meet in and the streets were like rivers. the Southland (Temperature to
the home of Mrs. Russell Abbott.
day is 74 degrees).
Stanley will conduct the devotional
Old County road Wednesday night the General Grant Room of the The day it began we were down
100% wool
Fan and Everett Davis.
period. Members are requested to
hotel,
the
Executive
Board
at
7.30
town, which is about one-halffor an 8 o’clock social meeting.
note the change in time.
There will oe a white elephant sale p. m. and the Board of Manage mile from whore we live, the wa
ment at 8.15 p. m.
ter was up to the running boat Is Museum Activities
National Security committee of for the benefit of the charity fund.
The official call for the confer of our car in many places before
the Rockland Business and Profes
Tuesday
The Women's Educational Club of ence is for 10 a. m. Tuesday. we could get home. We finally
sional Women's Club will present a
4.30 p. m. Girl Scouts- Troop 13
March
IS
in
the
banquet
hall
of
Rockland met in the Farnsworth
made it and stayed put until it
program at the Farnsworth Mu
of
Women
7.30 p. m. League
Museum Friday afternoon for an the hotel. Registration will be was over. We felt almost like
seum on Wednesday at 7.30. Guest
Voters
afternoon session with president. gin in the hotel lobby at 8.30 a. Noah during the flood.
speaker will be Donald Rogers,
Wednesday
Mrs. Marion Lindsey presiding. Af m.
Mrs. Edwin H. Kingsbury.
The farmers here were set to
commercial representative of the
10.00 a. m. Health Officers
ter the opening exercises, Lord's Bangor, a past state treasurer net millions of dollars, but many
usually 75.00
New England Telephone and Tele
7.30 p. m. BPW Club
Prayer, The American Creed, Pre will serve as chairman of the reg of the gardens are ruined and
graph Company of the Augusta-Wa
7.30 p. m. City Election Clerks
amble to the ConstitufTon of the istration and credentials commit over 9000 workers from Mexico
terville area who will discuss civil
7.30 p m. Coastmen's Club
United States, Lincoln's Gettysburg tee and as financial chairman of
defense. The film. “Artie Mis
Thursday
Address and the Salute to the Flag. the conference.
state chairmen.
Mrs. ElcFvin 3.00 p. m. Girls Scouts—Troop 8
sion” will be shown. Guests are in
Mrs. Jennie Pietroski sang two
Presentation of names for nomi Wixaon, Sr.. Winslow, state press
vited to attend and refreshments
Friday
beautiful solos. “Galway Bay” ar.d nation of candidates for a slate of lelations chairman
and
Mrs. 1 30 p. m. Weight Control Class
will be served.
“Love Me Tender”, the latter dedi officers to serve the society for Frances Finnegan, chapter chair
Saturday
Big reductions on cloth coats cated to Mrs. George Moody. She the 1958-60 term of office wiH be man of press relations are in 10 30 a. m. Children’s Art Class
and dresses. See them at Lucien was accompanied at the piano by made at the forenoon session charge of publicity.
K. Green and Son. 16 School Street. Mrs. Bertha Young. Reports of the Tuesday. Voting will take place
Among those from this area who
City.
9-11 secretary and treasurer were read during the luncheon hour. Lunch will be taking part in the confer- i
with the treasurer reporting a bal eon will be served at 12.30 p. m. ence will be Miss Harriett Wil-j
Films Developed
Telephone 76 for all social Items, ance of $147.07 after all expenses Reservations for both the banquet Pams, state historian. Mrs. J Ed- :
ENLARGED
j| R
EX-JI MHO PRINTS
guests, parties, etc., for The were paid. Mrs. Bertha Young. and luncheon should be made a* ward Marks, who will servo as J
Just Imagine ... Beautiful
IN AI.BIMS
- — tar
Courier-Gazette, Mrs.
Margaret who was a delegate to the last meet- once with Mrs. Royce Lord, 38
personal page to the state r* g nt |
12 EXP 60e — 16 EXP 80e
ing of the Business and Professional Wiley street, Bangor.
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock
20 EXP *1.00 — 36 EXP 01.70
A check and Mis. Warrene Barr, who will '
warm winter coats
— COLOR DEVELOPED —
Women's Club read a letter outlin should accompany the reserva
•ocial reporter.
act as page for the Flag of the .
6 - 12 - 16 EXP ROLI> *1.00
ing the plans made by that club
20
EXP
ROI.LN
01.30
tion.
United States of America, all
36 EXP ROLLS 02.50
in famous Worumbo
such as developing community
The conference will re-convene from Thomaston.
Plea* Remit With Cola Or Check
ROCKLAND HOTEL
pride, extending courtesy and hos
at 2 15 p. m. Reports of chapter
Mrs. Ralph Chaples. Rockland,
woolens for only $58.1
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
COFFEE POT
pitality and stimulating desire
regents and state chairmen of na regent of General Knox Chapter
P. O. Box 541, Dept A
growth along lines of industry, rec
BAB
HARBOR,
MAINE
tional
DAR
committees
will
be
TUESDAY LUNCHEON
will give their respective chapter
reation and agriculture, extending
W-tf
Smothered Beef and Onion*.
heard.
reports.
• Flattering shawl or roll collar clutch styles
an
invitation
along
with
other
clubs
Potato. Vegetable, Rolls,
The annual Memorial Service
IJe**ert. Coftee
$1.10 to participate. This would make
with smart tapered sleeves!
'
will take place at 4.15 p. m. Mr?,.
the club eligible to receive the Com
Baked Chieken Fie, family
Dwight Edwaids, Auburn. s*atc
• Rich rayon satin linings!
Zy
munity Achievement Award to be
1$ a gas hog keeping you broke?
style. Veg., Rolls,
presented ify the Rockland BPW chaplain will conduct the service.
Dessert. < offee
$1.00
M;ss Leslie Wight, North Auburn,
• Hand detailing!
Club on Jan. 1. 1959. Letters and
DINNER — EVERY
will act as personal page to Mrs.
TUESDAY' NIGHT
cards were read expressing appreci
COLORS INCLUDE: TAUPE, NUDE, BLUE
Edwards during the conference.
Tender Roast Duckling,
ation of the Kr.ox County Chapter
Marmalade
All
reports
of
deceased
members
American Red Cross, for the box
MISSES' SIZES!
of gifts contributed to the State should be made to Mrs. Edwards.
Hospital in Augusta, also flowers 63 Hampshire street. Auburn be
sent to bereaved members of the fore March 1 so that these names
JANUARY
club. Excellent papeis were read may be included in the Memorial
which were greatly enjoyed. “Glac Service.
A reception in honor of the state
iers of Alaska” by Mis. Clara
w x i —*"
Emery, and “Alaska Location and regent, her officers and the dis
FAMOUS MAKERS
Early History” by Mrs Shirley Rol tinguished gue-sts at the conference
lins.
Mrs. Margaret Gregory will be held in the Geneial Grant
WOOL
showed many beautiful slides de Room immediately following the
100% WOOL SLIM
picting the New England States and banquet.
I New
The conference will open WedYork. The slides of the be
WINTER COATS.
« loved state of Maine were outstand nesdey morning at 9.30 a. m. for
Be money
every mile!
SNOWSUITS. JACKETS. J ing and a delight to the viewer. the continuance of reports and
Mrs. Gregory’s kindness was deep- business. The initiation of the new
SKIRTS, DRESSES
ly appreciated by all club members, officers, with the exception of the
20 to 30% OFF i Various business matters were dis- regent, will be held during this
® cussed at the close and Mrs Ward session. The regent will be in
usually 12.98 to 16.95
usually to 12.95
BOYS’ PANTS
Stone rendered several delightful stalled. with other state regents
WaMhable Flannel
& piano selections.
in ceremonies to be held in Wash
Size** 2 - 7. WERE 2.98
ington, D. C., during the 67th an
Now $1.98
nual Continental Congress in
April 1958.
COTTON KNIT JERSEYS;
Mrs. White and Mrs. Ames are
WERE 1.88
A
being assisted in making plans
$3
Now $1.49
!
for the conference by committees
from
Frances Dight Williams
FLANNEL PAJAMAS 5
far
Chapter and by state officers and
• Just the Slacks you want in this great collection
WERE 82.88
V
1
1
J

t
J

January Spedalsl

iwguC

Ship

WORUMBO

COATS

8

¥

Prize Purchase!

CLEARANCE |

SALE

{

100%

Switch to Rambler
ahead

Special

SLACKS

SKIRTS

6!^

Now $1.98
HATS AND CAPS.

All $1.00

J
NEW AND USED

|

MIISKAL INSTRUMENTS

Uzzell

FOB SALE.

AIM WM Repeir Instmmewt

Photography

8 LESSONS GIVEN
With Each
New Instrument Purchased

Studio

Specialty Stop
H

MAIN BT.
TEL.

1

Aek Abeot Oar

RALLEMA'S MUSK MART

TEL. 14M-W
m MAIN BT.
BOCKLAND
7-8

87 WASHINGTON STREET

CAMDEN, MAINE

of wool flannels, worsted stripes, wool plaids!

• 100% WOOL TWEEDS

Rambler's first in tales gains—up 72% over last year—because

it's first in economy, (official Nascam economy record, lest than
a penny a mile for gasoline, by a Rambler 6 with overdrive),
highest in resale value, smartest in style. Ohly Rambler ghes

• We can't tell you the famous makers ... We can't

• 100% WOOL NOVELTIES

you the best of both: Americaa big car room aad ctMfort, aha
European small car handling ease and econoay.

—St. 4 WEftJCt.V MOTORS MBANS MORB BOR AMERICANS
Stanley's Garage, 245 Mak St, RadM S11
Drewett'i Garage, Warren, CBertwaad MMl

• 100% WOOL FLANNELS

stress enough the great quality!

• Bright tone plaids, charcoal and med. grey flan
nels, grey stripes.

SIZES 10 to IB

in a new collection
tailored styles.
MISSES' SIZES

of slim

